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ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO, MONDAY EVENING. OOTOHKK 1. 1000

VOLUME 20
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STATEHOOD

VR

GUEF STILL

Those From Three Ships Went Immense Rain Pours Down
at Mobile and Obstructs
Into Camp Today Without
All Repairs.
Any Demonstration.

j

NOT

GIVES OUT NEW RULING

"

'

SMI

HOVERS

CUBA LIBRE

READY

TAFT WANTED

RING

AND HE FAVORS JOINT

'

GREAT

ARE

LANDING IN

Ask More Time From Secretary Wilson In Which
to Get Ready.

His Nomination Made by Acclamation

HIS ADDRESS HAS THE RIGHT

WIS

E

PACKERS NOT

FOR DELEGATE TO CONGRESS

NUMBER 23G

GULF THE

NOTHEAST

STORM IS YET CENTERED

M0REJATTLESHIP5

Palma Will Not Loss of Life Comparatively Small
In the Vicinity of New Orleans
Leave Havana Till Tomorrow
Having Postponed Departure.
and River Delta.

Postal Commission Begins to Con
sider Means For Curtailing Annual Deficit In Department

Closing Proceedings of One of the Most Harmonious Gath'
erings of Republicans In the History
of That Party.

MORE MEN

Mobile, Ala., Oct. 1. A neary rainHavana, Oct. 1. A brigade of ma
rines, consisting of 750 men, com storm, which is greatly .Interfering
g
manded by Major Wendell C. Neville, with railroad and telegraph compar
tives or tne various
houses have agreed with Secretary was landed at 8 o'clock this morning nies, set In last night end is still mu.
f
Wilson on labels which, under the from the United States warships Ken No wind accompanied as yet, but the
COMMITTEE CHAIRMAN
H. 0. BURSUM
law must bo put upon meat products tucky, Indiana and Minneapolis, and down pour is exceedingly heavy an
after this date. Throughout Secretar? proceeded by trolley to Camp Colum enormously Increased the difficulty oC
HIS RINGING ADDRESS TO THE CONVENTION
Wilson stood for label which, would bia. There was no demonstration. construction gangs. It Is feared too,
Stat exactly what the package con The departure of Palma from Havana that it will increase the suffering mnit
cause come deaths along the coast ot
tained, and thl the packers finally has been postponed until tomorrow.
conovertake the new commonwealth, its
the south end of Mobue Bay. Many
accepted, with a compromise that the
The territorial republicanpersons are homeless In that section
percentage of different meats con- TAFT WANTED MEN
vention in session at Las Vegas children will always have open to
opportunity,
NOT MORE SHIPS and are living in the woods on scanty
tained In any canned meat article
Saturday afternoon and evening, to them the wide, doors of
put out under one name need not be
Washington, Oct. 1. The battleship provisions. On Dappin Island ther
nominate a candidate for delegate to an adequate education without cost to
congress, adjourned early Sunday them. This endowment means not
Texas has been at Cape Henry await are 600 homeless with only three smalt
stated.
only
free modern schools, but eventuSecretary Wilson of the department lng further instructions from Secre- buildings for shelter. Despite two remorning after renominating Hon. Wilof agriculture says of the new meat tary Taft. The secretary did not need lief expeditions sent out yesterday not
liam H. Andrews as the party's candi- ally free text ixxjks, manual training
and freedom from taxation for school
inspection law:
more battleships but wanted more ma- more than provisions for one more
date for delegate to congress.
day and additional supplies sent down,
"The new law will he enforced rines.
Hon. W. B. Childers of this city purposes.
early today. While no suffering in
With this magnificent gift to the
nrictly. We have an appropriation
nominated Mr. Andrews for delegate
go
grand donations to
Mobile proper, there is urgent need
of 13,000.00(1 a year to enforce it and SEVEN CASES OF YELLOW
to congress, whlcfi, nomination 'was public schools,
JACK AT HAVANA In many points in the southern part ot
we will have enough Inspectors. Pack
seconded by Hon. T. B. Catron of the educational, penal and charitable
Washington, Oct. 1. The marine the bay and assistance probable will
ers who do not keep their plants
Santa Fe, Hon. Frank A. Hubbell of institutions o. the new state In addition to those with which they are
strictly cltnn, who
Arrests were
this city and others.
allow unclean hospital service has been notified by be greatly received,
H.
WILLIAM
HON.
ANDREWS
endowed at present.
habits among their workmen or who cable from Havana of the appearance made In some lowr resorts today, the
Seconding the Normlnatlon.
In
Republicans
Vegas
Renominated
at
by
Las
Convention
Delegate
For
the
Three hundred thousand acres to
looting
After these orators had complimentall to produce meat products under of two new cases of yellow fever negroes caught had been
to Congress.
the most sanitary conditions will not there, making seven cases reported wrecked houses. Ifcla determined th
ed Mr. Andrews for the good work ha the College of Agriculture and Meget tne government label.
cltlsens ot Mobile to send additional
had done in congress, and especially chanic Arts; 200,000 acres to the
there during the past week.
details of militia to these points. Citi"This means that they will not be
in the Interest of New Mexico, W. E. School of Mines; 200,000 acres to milizens of Mobile have undertaken relief
Martin of Socorro moved that the tary schools; 200,000 acres for normal lacks the essentlalB of a patrolt, he
allowed to ship tnelr goods, and, in
If he
nomination, of Mr. Andrews be made schools; 10010 acres for miners' hos- scarcely loves his children
view or recent agitation, I am rea NOTED POLICY GAMBLER measures wltn energy and are eending-foosonably certain that no packer will
and clothing to stricken points
by acclamation In a rising vote and pitals; 200,000 acres for penitentiar would turn down a patrimony of such
ue suicidal enough to throw
aa rapidly as possible. The suffering
while the delegates were standing, the ies; 200,000 acres for Insane asylums; magnificence for any trival reasons or
the
slightest hindrance In the way of an
has been intense at Bayou La Batr
motion having been seconded for a 200,000 acres for blind, deaf and dumb prejudices, or because of adherance
and Is still acute, A large number
inspection or the products and super
rising vote, the band played several schools and 2uu,000 acres for reforma- to a chimerical hope that some day
SUICIDES
tories, almost two million acres more. the east may relent or there may be a
of tents were taken to Dauppln Island
vision of the. manufacture from the
lively tunes.
than
last night and more are being taken
time the stock enters the yards on
On being seated the chair appointed An area three times that of the state congress even more generous
today.
fhj hoof until It leaves In the form of
Messrs. Luna, Romero, Prichard and of Rhode Island. Even at the lowest that which gave the two territories
food.
Otero to escort the candidate to the valuation of $1.25 an acre the endow- the Hamilton enabling act.
New York, Oct. 1. Albert J. Adams,
' '
How trival appear all the arguments
There wla be no controversy by who made a large fortune as head of STORM CENTER LINES
platform, which they did amid cheer- ment U a munificent one, bub when it
OVER NORTHERN COAST
ing from 'the delegates and visitors, is .remembered that the city of Santa thus far advanced against joint statethe department of agriculture with the policy gambling' combine, shot
Washington, Oct. 1. The weather
Fe last year built the finest nigh hood for the two territories when bal&nd music from the band.
tho packers. If they, do not want to hlmelf In the head last night 'at his
says: ."Remnant of gult
school building
two territories anced against the glory of American
let. our Inspectors keep a close watch home in this city.The body waa bureau
and a modern ward school from the citizenship, or ewn the magnificent
on every detail of manufacture, that found this morning. He had bcen In storm of last week is central over
t
north-easportion of the gulf.
proceeds of
a, part of a twenty heritage of lands and money, the
DELEGATE ANDRE'S'
Is their lookout, but In such case they poor health since Ills release from the
davloped sufficient energy.
not
acre dom lion, then it will be realized promise of immediate greatness and
has
It
will (jet no label J.
B'.ag Slug,
'
term
!;bm
serv'il
!t
.
that there are unmeasured possibili rapid growth and progress which Claimed He and Czarina Have "I want to emphasize the tact that for conducting
of tocoiise tr'fre"thau fresh winds
tu.--.
SPEECH TO CONVENTION ties of public wealth in this gift of al statehood will bring to the new state
Is going to be a different kind this city. Soon after his release he me guic naMs-Aaau- o
there
most thirty thousand square miles, at of Arizona, less in extent only than Its
Been in Copenhagen
of inspection at the yards under the became president of the Guanajauto
'
DEAD AND
least part of which will some day be eastern neighbor, the state of Texas,
new law. it will bx more complete Amalgamated Gold Mining company. FOURTEEN
FOURTEEN ARE MISSING YET
greater
n
western
the
a
times
worth
than
a
hundred
its
thousand
and
Days.
For
Two
regula
more
systematic
and
and the
Mr. Chairman and Fellow Citizens:
He Is reported to be the financial
New Orleans, ta., Oct. 1. FVwrteea
minimum valuation of today.' Sure- state of California and exceeding In
tions will be enforced more rigidly. backer of tne firm Of M. J. Sage & are dead and as many more missing
Great is the honor of representing its
every
glorious
promise
a
ly
day
In
of
is
not
the
luture
far
the
future
1
a
secretary
were
th-said there
he
territory of New Mexico In the
Co., of this city and New Jersey, the is
of the hurricane Thursmany Independent
great
packing offices of which were' raided in Au daythein result
halls of congress and I would be less when not one mill of taxjs needspur-to other commonwealth of the union.
vicinity of New Orleans.
public
be
Promise.
levied
Roosevelt's
for
school
ENGLAND
either
ANDRUSSIA
WANT
con
In
the United States,
houses
gust on complaint of conducting
a Twelve persons drowned In Mississ
than human wre I not deeply touch- poses or
the maintenance of state in.
It was something like seven years
cerns representing Investments of be bucket-shop- .
ed by the expression of confidence on stitutions.
ippi sound, two killed ' In interior
ago,
greatest
of
American
each,
$200,000
tween
J100.000
the
that
and
Adams' son, however, declared it towns in southern
the part of t- -e representatives of the
Mlsslsippi, and
big
In
Roosevelt,
today,
packers
Theodore
"small
this
which the
No Bribe Gift.
called
SECOND PIECECONFERENCE
people Implied by my renomlnatlon as
was not his father, but himself who more than a dozen fishermen In delvery
New
Inspectors.
promised
the
hall,
people
were
no
of
These
where
delegate to the sixtieth congress by
there
was connected with Sage & Co.
And this Is contemptuously
called
Thua
ta region reported missing.
are to be supplied with Inspectors
the republican party of this territory, a bribe to Induce the people of New Mexico that whenever called upon he
the summary Is based on reports
secure
would
to
help
statehood
now.
them
While it Is intended no doubt as an Mexico and Arizona to accept the
COULD NOT 8TAND THE
from almost every town or settlement
expression of approval of whatever I most precious gift of all, American cit- - and although his promise has been Sultan of Turkey Nearlng Death
NEWSPAPER HOUNDING or about region
named of sach
e
again,
Seventy-Fivagain
him
against
quoted
and
Not Ready.
,
may have accomplished for the peo- - lzenship, as if the people of the two
St. Louis, Oct. 1. Adams took his places as could be reported by
Cancer-French
yet,
From
one,
even
you
no
let
Balloon
me tell
that
pie. yet, I know tne nomination comes territories are children, who must be
At least seventy-fiv- e
meat dealers life presumabably because of the
having been reported by boat
cause
In
of
has
territory,
this
the
to me not so much because of any bought to accept the gift for which
and packers throughout the United hounding received from the newspa- or horses. New Orleans is atlll withRacers Reach Great Britain.
special fitness for the office, but be- the men of '76 gave their wealth statehood more at heart than he or
States are without the pale of the new pers, said W. B. D, Stokes. "When I out sufficient telegraph communiear
seenergetically
more
to
cause there is much work still undone and their life blood, which fired the has worked
meat Inspection law, which became went to Sing Sing, sent there by the tlon and eastern trains are three, or
Only
people.
cure
those
It
for our
and much still to be accomplished, North and the South to enter upon the
today, according to a state governor to see what could be done four days over due.
effective
New
1.
York,
The
Oct.
czar's
ab
underglimpse
of the
for Sam Parks, I found Parks in the
even in the brief period that will most stupendous conflict of the age, who have had a
by Secretary Wilson. .Twentyment
special
sence
Russia,
from
a
cable
at
political
ambitions
elapse liefore the new state of Arizona which is the envy of all the nations of currents of
five of these have already been in hospital. Nursing him was Adams,
printed
says,
given
here
has
a
to
rise
Washington
of
can realize the extent
will blazon Us star upon the glorious the earth and Is coveted by all loving
for years. He
discussion In Paris over the report spected but It was found that their who had known me
banner of this great union. I thank people; as If congress could not com his efforts. Had it not been for Theo that
said: 'If I remain here much longer I
permit
shape
were
In
to
not
plants
may
he
cease
to
affair
the
direct
would
enabling
act
you sincerely, because you believe' pel New Mexico and Arizona to ac- dore Roosevelt, no
them to engage In Interstate business, will die.' I told him I could do nothof the realm.
that I can do something toward com- cept citizenship In any form it chooses have been passed by congress at this
Fifty others, many of them from New ing for him unless he agreed to sever
report
says
hag
De
The
Paris
It
it
pleting the unfinished work, towards or impose any servitude It deems lime, there would nave been no splen- from a good source that there is
York, have notified the department his connections with policy business.
NEAR CHICAGO
preparing the way for the time, which proper, without the donation of a sin did gifts of land and money to the persistent report
they have Just heard of the ex Stokes said Adams agreed and was
that
Conencirculated
in
corporaThe power of
prison.
I hope is near at hand, when two rep- gle acre or of a copper penny; as If new state.
About
elz
released
from
nagen
the czar and czarlne have tent of the law and have asked for In months ago, Stokes said, Adams apresentatives In the house and two in this munificent present of almost tions and the entire east stood out been Inthat
spectlon.
that city for two days.
greatly depressed and
peared to-btne senate will have not only voice thirty thousand square miles and mil- against the creation of any more
Chicago, Oct. 1. Everything is in.
Stokes asked him if he was worried
but also votes to secure for the people lions in dollars were not the provision western states and it was the political SECOND
BY
IMPORTANT
DECISIONS
PEACE
CONGRESS
replied: "That readiness for the second annual Mai-athAdams
business.
about
of this magnificent commonwealth all lor the future made by a generous acumen, the Impetuous demand of
COMMERCE COMMISSION
DEMANDED BY RU88IA
run under the auspices of the-NeIt waa newspapers
and magazines
of the blessings of full citizenship and father for a beloved child? But if Theodore Roosevelt that brooked no
Washington, Oct. 1. The Interstate hounding
Home, oct. l. The second peace
Illinois Athletic club. The start
policy
partnership in this nation. That this it It really Is a bribe, let It be remem denial, that gave New Mexico and Ari- conference
about
and
bucket
him
at The Hague is being ur Commerce commission hag reported shop
day Is close at hand I firmly believe bered that so splendid and untainted zona an enabling act even after our ged by
and said if they did will be made this afternoon at the
Great Britain and Russia, the an Important conclusion with respect not letbusiness,
Country club, Highland Park,
up
kill himself.
would
and If the people at the polls on No- a bribe never before was offered any friends had become hopeless of viche
tory. Let me assure you, that it Is latter wishing to show that the inter to the railway rate law, which It has
and the finish will be in front ot that
vember 6, ratify the choice of this commonwealth to enter the union
Illinois Athletic club building on
convention, and even should they not, nor will It likely le offered again to no Idle threat and no wild guess that national situationany is again becoming embodied In a general order made ACCIDENTS OCCURRING
case that it does public today. It holds that where
causes me to predict that It- will be normal and in
WITH USUAL REGULARITY Michigan avenue, a distance of twenty-fI will do ail in my power and I will anv people,
foreign
not
affect
policy.
her
1.
passen
part
Wichita, Kan., Oct.
of the Inter
many years, If ever, that the
Six
state rate forma a
ive
miles from the starting point.
pioage me support or my mentis in
with this bonus go the precious many,
will be offered admission
state rate, the state rate shall be filed gers were Injured in the yards at A grandstand large enough to hold
congress toward tne speedy realiza- guarantees
of liberty, of self govern territories
SULTAN
OF
head-enTURKEY
by
a
2,000 people has been erected
with the commission. This Is an en Kingman. Kan., today
and
tion of the dream of the past fifty ment, secured the nation by the dec into the union upon so generom
NEARINQ DEATH'S DOOR tlrely new feature In connection with collision
an
between
years, statehood" for the people of la rat Ion of independence and the con terms. The man who sits in the chair
many thousands of people will ilatt
passenger
New York, Oct. 1. Special cables the operation of the Interstate Com freight and a west bound
New Mexico and a full share In the stitutlon. tolerance In religion and of Washington and Uncoln today has
Michigan avenue from Rush street
administration of the national govern- universal suffrage. There are also as given thlB great nation a new epoch, printed here today reiterate the state- merce commission. The further an- The engines of both trains were bridge to the club house about the
ment, to which they are entitled by surances of a liberal public school an era of the square deal, he has ment frequently made of late that the nouncement has been made by the wrecked. Tha freight was taking a time the first runners are due to aruirth and by treaty rights.
system and a generous share of rep breathed a new spirit Into the public sultan of Turkey Is nearlng death. It commission that it Intends wherever switch when the passenger rounded rive. The most elaborate preparahe has accomplished the Is stated that a serious cancerous possible to construe the law in ad- the curve and collided with it. None tions for the proper conducting ot the
There are many Issues before the resentations
congress,
giving service,
in
mightiest deeds that thus far stand to growth has developed.
people of New Mexico today and some the
vance without waiting for any partic- of the injured will die.
great race have been made. About
represent
new
two
state
the credit of any ruler of the present
of them of great Inttrest and impor- atives,
lot) automobiles, 75 doctors, 150 Judgular complaint to be made upon which
although
state
each
ac
Escape.
Russian
Ambassador's
GREAT
BALLOON
RACE
tance. Their discussion at this time cording to the census, has less inhab- day. Like the father of this nation,
to base its decision. In this way It Is
es, about thirty timers and about
by
1.
11.,
N.
Manchester
Sea,
Oct.
STARTED FROM PARIS expected that a large number of com
1
he deserves to live iirst In the hearts
will not attempt although pledging
itants than are required for a con- of
Baron Rosen, Russian ambassador to twenty clerks are required to keep
Paris, Oct. 1. Six of sixteen
his countrymen. When the history
myself to work at all times for the In- gressional
plaints will be anticipated and the tho
act
enabling
district.
The
United States, had a narrow es the records and look after the safety
in
yeswhich
started
a race
terests of the people of the territory, gives the new state two judicial dis- of his administration Is written by terday,
work of the commission correspondcape
in an automobile collision in ot the runners. Ten gold medals are
during
night
landed
along
the
individually or collectively, without tricts, with headquarters
historians
and reviewed
ingly lessened.
Albuquer- impartial
at
Sunday afternoon.
The to be awarded to the ten men finishManchester
the
Normandy,
coast
of
probably fearby the sternest critics, it will appear
partisan motives or personal considaxle of his machine was broken but ing first, silver medals to the second
and l'lioenix, with their incident- even more clearly than today that ing to attempt to cross the channel,
erations. Hut I will point out briefly que
COMMISSION
POSTOFFICE
The act wisely Theodore Roosevelt is not only one of In which direction the wind was bearneither the baron nor his party was ten and bronze emblems to the third
some of the vast benefits conferred al federal officers.
BEGINS HEARING ON COST injured.
ten. To those who fall to finish the
draws the lines of each district along the
ing them.
greatest
Americans,
of
Illustrious
ilium this commonwealth by the Ham- the present
1.
commisYork,
New
The
Oct.
management will give souvenirs.
of the two ter- but that he Is also one of the really
Many Pas. Over England.
ilton 'enabling act, which is to bring ritories ho boundaries
Penrose,
sion, composed of 'Senators
PRESIDENT ON WAY TO
The number of entries is verv largo
confusion In judicial great men of the country and ho ackOct. 1. Ifetwei-6 and 10
lndon,
statehood to New Mexico und Ari- administrationthat may
Clay
Representatives
and
and
WHITE HOUSE AGAIN this year and Includes some ot the
be avoided, the nowledged by all
o'clock this morning
of sixteen Carter
zona.
nations.
ij
mem-iierMoon,
Gurdner and
Oyster Bay, N. Y., Oct. 1. Presi- most famous long distance runners of
territorial laws ill each jurisdiction to
balloons engaged in a c ontest for tho Overs!ofreet,
Some Statehood Benefits.
For Citizen. hip.
the postolllce committees of dent Roosevelt, acompanted by' Mrs. the country. Hicks, the Boston runremain In effect until abrogated or su
cup,
James
Gordon
lien.iett
which
Twenty-si- x
It is an enviable privilege to be a started from Par.s, yesterday after- tlie senate and the house, began an Koosevelt, Miss Ethel, Archie and ner, is among the contestants, as are
thousam) square miles of perseded by new state laws. If the
citizen of this great country, especial- noon arrived on this side of the chan- Inquiry here today pursuant to an act Quentin and his stuff ot executive Rhud Metzner, of the I. A. C, whu
the puick of public lands In New Mex- - state follows this example in the
and Arizona, an area three times tablishinent oi Its courts, a conflict In ly In these days of prosperity, achieve- nel and coiitiued in a northeasterly di- of congress ulong the following lines: clerks, left Oyster Bay for Washingwon the race last year; Marks, Hatch.
1.
Whether the revenue from the ton this morning. The White House Thlbeau, Stevens, Behrens of Philatnal f the state of New Jersey, a gift laws will be avoided. The state Is ment and opportunity. No nation be- rection. The first to arrive was Count
of twenty square miles for each and even permitted to select lis own
fore this time has been tver so for- De Ia Vaulxs lc the balloon Wal Talla. second class of mall matter should will be reached at 4:15 this afternoon. delphia, James Riley of Toronto, M. J.
e
tctiool district in the proposed tal after 1915, until that date the cap- tunate and so flourishing, and that at
loiter In the day several other bal- no; l,e made commensurate with the Many of the president's village neigh-to Wynne, Irving Elliott, a Chicago
at tho station here
itate of Arizona. Was ever a public tal remains at Santa Ke, making sure least the major part of this prosperity loons were sit;hted at various points actual cost of the service rendered In bors gathered
clerk, Albert Corey, William
.
en- - that there will bo no immediate
say goon-byenas come througn the wisdom of prin- in the southern counties of Kngland.
school system so magnificently
bun ll ng it, and whether Its classifiCraft and several dark horses. Track
Nor is this all. With this penditures for a new capitol buildin? ciples advocated by the republican
cation should not. accordingly, be
Coach Chas. II. Wilson of the Central
Was Met by Hughes.
donation of lands go five and other
expense incidental to party and carried Into effect by it,
grounded upon practical rather than
C'vil Service Examinations.
New York, Oct. 1. President Koos-tvel- t Y. M. C. A. claims that one of the
Washington, Oct. 1. The I'nited ideal distinction.
million dollars in cash, almost four! 'he removal of a capital, if such a cannot be successfully denied, und altrained by him, but whose
and party arrived at Jersey City runners
though it may also be siid that an Slates civil service commission is tothousand dollars for each school dU- - movement be desircd at any time,
in case second class matter is
this name he refused to give, would beat
ovirruliiU' providence has bestowed day holding examinations to secure not ;mi uimiii r. cost paying basis, en route to Wasnlngion at M:.Vrepubiriet. A permanent school fund, the
Appropriation, for Election.,
every record and would cover t'a
Charles K. Hughes,
income from which will pay the in- Congress in addition to its bounties all blessing.-,- , yet. it must he acknow- eliglbli-from which to make certi- what limitation should be placed up- morning.
miles in less than three
governor of New twenty-fiv- e
candidate
for
lican
ledged
w
providence
has
been
this
may
that
hich
ten si mid eventually the principal of, above
I
be
properly
lie
fill
posivacancies
matter
In the
fication to
on
has appropriated
York, had a conference with the pres- hours.
e
the com of erecting immediately over 15n,HM to pay for tne elections und wilh the republican party. The
lug
In
class?
engineer
that
tion of construe!
Thirty-threin the embraced
long distance
in Jersey t'iiy.
l.uuo modern school houses, one for conventions necessary to establish the
Hv what amendment
tal iff, a taiiff wall, our oppon reclamation service of the geological
of exist- ident in hU priva'e car
3.
runners made their way to Kavinla
each district, yea. the poorest and new state. Then, lest, it might appear ents call it, lias created and fostere-survey, at ll'jO to $."o a month. The ing law may the change which ap
Roger Spooner Resigned.
Park, about twenty miles north of the
tli-most isolated. Nor is tins all. Kivj tnat the nation forces these gilts
industry after industry. Kven here in fcreat majority it tin se positions arc pear l be advisable be most effectuWashington, I). C, Oct. 1. Roger city, for the start of the
r cent f the proceeds from the sal-i
an unwilling population, it has grant- New MeX'Cn we let I lis beneficient for field service in the western part ally brought about?
C. Spooner of Washington, brother of
Marthon race of the Illinois
or ;u!dic lands in the new state will,ed New Mexico and Arizona a refer-n- o effect and the humblest shecphcrder of the I'nited Siuiis and in places reHearings wi!l probably be held in (he seiiuior, today rt signed the iiii-tio- Athletic club, scheduled to start at 1
into the permanent public school eiidum, whlcn gives each the right to is benefited by it. As Ions as the re mote from cities and ordinary lines several other cities, east aud west.
of fcupeilniendeut of the Indian o'clock this afternoon.
tun,!, and it must be remembered ihat,rtjeci this generosity, this unparalled publican party is in power end ih
of transportation.
Tho report of the postmaster-genera- l
warehouse at Chicago. Ho (julta the
'
no other s'ate in tile union has so bounty. What could be fairer? Where policy of the protective
party Is
Spelter,
The commission has experienced showed a deficit of about $27,000,000 public service to enter private busian area of public lands. No is the citizen who can conscientiously
Si. Louis, Oct. 1. Spelter, firm.
considerable difficulty la securing on this dims of matter for the past ness. Mr. Spooner has been in ilia
nimu-- r
ha financial disasters may ' refuse so great a blessing? Surely, he
m-fiyear SrJkZ is i.
present position abom seven years. Iti.lj.
(Continued on page five.)
eligible for this iosition.
l.

Washington, Oct.
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navy yard, a detachment from the
marine corps, veterans of the Grand
Army of the Republic, the Spanish
War veterans, the Veterans Legion,
laity see Weakly ty
the Volunteer Bremen, the Army VoT&t CUixea Publishing Company lunteer cadets, the Baptists' Boys'
brigade and the United States Volunteer Lire Savings Corps, besides
many public officials and citizens In
general took part.
The program for the unveiling ceremonies included a parade of school
cnlldren Immediately proceeding the
opening of the exercises on the plaza
Mayor Chas. A. Schleren prePaper ef Bernalillo Comfy Former
sented ahe statue to Mr. Howe, who
ury or Albuquerque.
paid for the statue with the fees he
received while he was holding the of6aM fMt AfWraM Dbpttctm.
fice of register.
Mr. Howe turned
aanrt Qtj mt Cwnty ClrtaMlM.
the statue over to Borough President
Tt Urswt Mm Unlet Clrtalitlf.
Mwnt Clmiltflw. Coler, who, In turn, presented It to
iirywl
Mayor MeClellan,
who
received
hms or luiicniPTioNi
It on behalf of the city. Martin W.
.to IJttleton was the orator of ahe day.
L0 day. It is expected that Gen. Stewart
L. Woodford and Gen. Horace Porter
by Carrier, 60c per month will also deliver brief addresses. At
the moment of the unveiling the
iOntnOhiHnn4kitt At
warpshlps In the navy yard fired a
t tmm fat. f M Mats
guns.
salute of twenty-on- e
Id
Ippllettloi
litM
lidi on ei
liitrMt(
wmfm

r

Mr

I

p
4

bmfta.
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New York.

partment
REPUBLICAN TICKET.

For Delegate to Congress

WILLIAM H. ANDREWS
of Bernalillo County.

EffiMLO

COUNTY

REPUBLICAN CONVENTION

la

compliance with a resolution of

tb county republican central commute ot .the county of Bernalillo,
adopted at a meeting held at Albuquerque,

Oct.

will soon

1.

The war

de-

take up the recom

mendatlon made by Gen. F. D. Grant
for the establishment of a model tar
get range in the vicinity of this city.
The range will have to be within
reach of water transportation. The
transportation now In use by the gov'
ernment could be utilized in taking
troops to and from the range. Target
practice end the matter of providing
a range on which it can he carried on
by the troops are a military necessity.
At present the prescribed practice is
carried on with great difficulty, It
being necessary to make arrangements with different state authorities
to secure their ranges at such times
as the state militia is not using them.
From year to year tbli Is becoming
more difficult.
The practice must be condensed and
made to suit the convenience of the
state, which interferes much with the
program of instruction
for United
States troops. Land for such ranges,
it is believed, can now be purchased
at a more reasonable rate than will
be possible at a later date. At pres
ent there Is only one rifle range in
New York suitable for carrying on
the division competition, none being
properly equipped for carrying on the
national competitlm. A range in the
vicinity of New York would be attractive to competitors, an additional
Incentive to better shooting among
the enlisted men, would afford the
government a range centrally located
for any necessary practice for the
eastern half of toe United States and
especially for the troops in the harbor
and would be the most desirable site
in the United, States for carrying on
the competition.

September 27, 1906,
of the republicans of
Jkald county is hereby called to meet
avt the Elks opera house, in this city,
on Monday, the 8th day of October,
1306, at 7:30 o'clock p. m., for the
purpose of nominating a county ticket
to be voted for at the next regular
election, which will be held on the
Cth day or November, 1906. The offers that will be voted for are as
follows: One delegate In congress;
one member of the legislative council
ot New Mexico, for the county of Bernalillo; two members of the house
representatives of New Mexico,
for the county of Bernalillo; two
members of the board of county commissioners; one probate judge; one
citric of the probate court; one
of schools; one sheriff;
one county assessor; one treasurer
ana
collector; one county
surveyor, and Ave members of the
constitutional convention to adopt a IMPENDING CHANGE8 IN
constitution for the new state of
UNCLE SAM'S ARMY
Washington,
Oct. 1. Three ImKach precinct In the county of Berarmy changes will be made in
nalillo Is entitled to one delegate to portant
near future. The first Is in the
'the republican county convention for the
very twenty Ave votes cast for Hon. position of chief of artillery, the presW. H. Greer for member of the terri- ent incumbent, General 8. M. Mills,
torial council in 1904, and one add havings asked for retirement on acdelegate for each fraction count "of illness. He is at present in
Ybrk on extended sick leave. He
thereof abovA ten votes bo cast, and Nenf
will ' be succeeded by Colonel Arthur
ts
the primaries in the several
for the selection of delegates to Murray, now acting chief of artillery.
The change will take place on Octothe republican county convention ber
1. Another Important change will
"will be called to order by the respectbe the retirement, for age, in Januive chairmen herein designated:
Dele- - ary or earlier, at his own request and
Chair- lrec. Name of
gates. on account of bad health of General
JJo.
man.
Prec.
1. San Jose
Plutarco Lueras 4 George H. Burton, inspector general
3. Alameda
Melquladea. Mar- - of the army. When this retirement
--v
,
4 takes place the president will probtlnei
4. Han. de Albuq. Daniel Martinez 4 ably appoint Colonel E. A. Garllng-toone of the best known army of9
5. Barelaa
Eslavio Vigil
of Gen4 ficers and a brother-in-laC hot Padillas N. Marino
eral J. F. Bell, chief of staff of the
7. San Antonio
Dario Gutlerres 2 army,
8 Ijos Grlegos
David M. Perea 4
9. Ran. de Atrisco D. J. Metzgar 4 $5,000 IN PRIZES TO BE DIS19. Sscobosa
2
Pablo Crespln
TRIBUTED IN CORN CARNIVAL
11. Pajarlto
.J. F. Hubbell 3 Chicago,
111.,
Oct. 1. The great
M. E. Hlckey
20
12. Albuquerque
corn carnival and contest arranged
IS. Old Albuquer- - Modesto C. Or- que
10 under the auspices of the Chicago
tli
association opened in
1C Ban Ignaclo
2 Commercial
Pedro Aranda
51. L TIJera
J. R. Carpenter 2 Tattersall's Saturday and will con33. Can Antonito Juan Gutlerres 3 tinue for two weeks. The- various
Albuquerque
T.N. Wllkerson 21 commercial organizations of the city
and the western railroads have con23. Atrisco
Transito Cande- large sums of money for
4 tributed
laria
34. Chlllll
J. D. Maldonado 3 premiums, which are large enough to
35. Las Duranes
Carlos B. Chaves 5 attract the attention of the farmers
the corn belt. The highest
The precinct meetings shall be held throughout
In the principal classes will
not later than Saturday, the 6th day awards
,tt October, 1906, except in precincts be 35,000.
IX. 13 and 26, the primaries shall be
Rev. Havens was a passenger last
ndd on Friday, the 5th day of Octo- night
for Phoenix, where be goes to
ber. 190(1.
The precinct chairmen herein ap attend a meeting of the headquarters
league
pointed shall take action and call the committee of the
Arizona; thence to Tucson, wheie
precinct primaries, at such date, hour of
he
will
attend the Methodist Episcoand place as they may deem proper, pal church
conference. He will
within the date affixed above, and
to Albuquerque about October 7,
give proper notice of said meetings.
in
time to attend the Presbyteriuu
All persons in sympathy with the synod,
which will then convene in this
principles of the republican party and city.
opposed to democratic rule, and who
are not affiliated with any party or
organisation opposed to the regular PainByFrom a Burn Promptly Relieved
Chamberlain's Pain Balm.
republican party of the county of BerA little child of Michael Strauss of
nalillo, are hereby cordially invited to
Vernon, Conn., was recently In great
take part In the primaries.
pain from a hum on the hand, and as
Alternates shall not be recognized cold
applications only increased the
and proxies will nut be admitted un- Inflammation,
Mr. Strauss came to Mr.
less held and presented by residents James N. Nichols,
a local merchant,
of the same precinct.
for something to stop the pain. Mr.
The chairman and secretary of each Nichols
says:
him to use
precinct meeting shall certify to the Chamberlain's "I advised
Balm, end the
chairman of the republican county first application Pain
out the inflamcentral committee the list of dele-Bat- mation and gave drew
ImmeJiate relief. I
selected in his precinct.
have used this liniment myself and
Contests, if any, shall be filed with recommend it very often for cuts,
secretary
the
of the county commi- burns, strains and lame back and have
ttee not later than October 8, 190C, at never known It to disappoint."
For
10 o'clock a. m.
sale by all druggists.
FRANK A. HUBBBLL.
Chairman Republican Central Committee of Bernalillo County, New
N.

M
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Secretary.

EQUESTRIAN STATUE OF
GEO.

WASHINGTON

Brooklyn, N.

October 1 The
equestrian statue of George Washington, donated to the city by former
register , James R. Howe end erected
the Brooklyn plasa of the Williamsburg bridge was unveiled Saturday with impressive ceremonies.
Before the unveiling, wblch took
1lace at 3 o'clock, there was a civic
and military parade in which soldiers
of the regular army and of the state
nlUtM, sailors and marines from the
warbhlps at present stationed at the
Y.

man
nvin
man

man
man
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205 East Railroad Ave.

PHARMACY

5

2

First St. and Cold Avthoo

SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
Full 8et of Teeth

Gold Crowns
Gold Filling

$8

Painless Extracting
ALL

WORK

W

ff
f
MT II

S1.60 up mfk
60c

ABSOLUTELY
ANTEED.
At"nsi'.

rt

B.

it
W

GUAR-

,iMak

F. COPP.

ROOM 12, N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING.

PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT

A3 A NAVAL GUNNER
Oysaer Bay, L. I., Oct. 1. Presion
the
sailed
Roosevelt
dent
Mayflower for Cape Cod, to take part
in the naval target practice off the
cape. It has been arranged that President Roosevelt will be picked up if.
sea by the battleship Missouri and
will make a short cruise on that ship.
During that cruise President Roosevelt will try his skill as a gunner by
training and firing one of the big turret guns at a target. George Pnil-llp- s,
the champion gunner of the Missouri, will Instruct the president In
sighting and manipulating the gun.
The president Intends to keep on
shooting until he hits the target. The
rest of the cruise he will spend on
the bridge, getting navigation pointers
from Captain Pendelton.

THROWN FROM WAGON
AND BADLY INJURED
O. V. Stubblefleld, who was assist-

ing in hauling out the machinery for
the Tusas Peak Gold and Copper company's mill, was thrown from a load
of machinery near John Reynolds'
place last evening and sustained a
complicated fracture of the right arm
above the elbow, says the Tres Pled-ra- s
Reporter. He was steadying the
load from the end of a long pole and
When the wagon went over It threw
him fully sixty feet and the wonder
was that It did not kill him. He was
badly bruised about the head and
body but the doctor, who was called
by wire from Antonito, reports that
outside of his arm no bones are brok
en.
.

JUSTICE COURT NEWS

FROM HILLSBORO

Martin and Serapio Miranda were
arraigned before Judge Smith of Hills- boro the other day to answer to the
charge of the larceny of a calf belonging to T. J. Ross. They waived ex
amination and gave Dond in the sum
of $750 for their appearance before
the next grand jury. On the same
day Bemjamln Barrio was brought
before his honor to answer to the
charge of assaulting his wife. Ben
waived examination and gave bond In
the gum of $200 for his appearance at
the next term of court.

Even if mercury and potash could cure Contagious Blood Poison tn
condition in which these strong minerals leave the system would make tht
cure worse thaa the disease. Hut they cannot cure the vile disorder ; thej
can only cover up the symptoms for awhile to break out with renewed violence when the treatment is left off. When the virus of Contagious Bloot
Poison enters the blood the entire circulation becomes poisoned, and th
loathsome symptoms begin to appear. The mouth and throat ulcerate, liai
and eyebrows come out, glands of the neck and groin swell,
spots apjear on the body, and in severe cases sores aud ulcers break out. an
even the bones become diseased.
S. S. S. is the only certain, safe cure ioi
Contagious Blood Poison ; tnousands have been cured by it after failing wit!
the mineral treatment. Hot Springs, etc. It is the only remedy that is ubl
to get at the root of the disease and force out the poison so that no signs an
ever seen again. S. S. S. is purely vegetable, being made of roots, herU
and barks, and never leaves any bad effects, but instead, tones up the stom
ach and digestion and builds up every part of the system while removing
the poison from the blood. Book with instructions for self treatment an
medical advice free.
THE S WIFT SPECIFIC CO., A TtAMTA, CA
coppeF-colore- c
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ALBUQUERQUE

WANTED
Fourth street.
WANTED Canvasser ana solicitor
at once. Addres J. B. this office.
WANTED A girl for general housework; small family. 619 West
avenue.
WANTED Help furnished and employment of all kinds secured
promptly. Call on, write or phone
Abraham's Employment Agency, F.
I Colburn, proprietor, 109 West
Silver avenue. Auto, phone 270.
WANTED Girl for general house
work in family of two. $30 per
month. Address Mrs. P. A. Allaire,
San Antonio, N. M.
WANTED
Gentlemen's second-han- d
clothing. No. 615 South First street,
south of viaduct. Sena address and
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
FOR RENT.
modern
FOR RENT New
cottages. Frank Ackerman, Grant
oulldlng.
FOR RENT Three room furnished
house, with bath, close In. No.
108John street;
FOR RENT Furnished rooms, with
or without board; home cooking.
207 North Fifth street.
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms
for light housekeeping. Inquire at
300 North Broadway.
FOR RENT Saloon In good location
In city; fixtures
and everything
ready tor business. Apply to Con
solidated Liquor Co.
OR RENT Newly mrnisned rooms
with double bed, Fair week at reasonable rates. Minneapolis house,
624 South Second street.
15
FOR"
Far"
KEiNT Apartments
eight rooms each;
View terrace,
steam heated, and ell other modern
conveniences. H. H, Tllton, room 19,
Grant Block.
y
FOR RENT A six room
brick house, corner of Seventh
street and Tijeras avenue. Inquire
at Lommor! & Mattencci, 624 West
Tijeras avenue.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms,
houses and flats for housekeeping,
also ranch. Will take parties to
board. Apply at 110 East Coal avenue. Mrs. Norris.
FOR RENT One
house,
Pacific; 2 rooms, 614 South Broadway, lurnished or unfurnished, an
modern furnished rooms, upstairs,
602 South Second street.
JrOR SALE.
FOR SALE Clty lots and houces
cheap, for cash or payments.
FOR SALE Fire wood at the Superior Lumber and Planing Mill Co.
FOR SALE Fine driving mare; also
second-han- d
surrey. 1123 Tigeras
Road. '
FO R SALE Fu rn it u re for sale and
house for rent. Inquire 116 South
High street.
FOR SALE Two choice lots in the
Grant tract, for $300. One-thir- d
cash, balance $10 a month. A
See H. S. Knight.
FOR SALE
A handsome Hardman
piano, in fine condition and almost
new, at a bargain. For partlcu-lars- .
call at this office.
FOR ISA LK My general store. Rare
chance for someone to secure an
established business.
Address
M., Pueblltos, N. M.
FOR SALE The Minneapolis House,
at a bargain. Must be sold. Forty-fou- r
rooms, all newly furnished,
painted and papered. The best paying property in Albuquerque. Any
offer acceptable. Call or address C.
D. Warde, the Minneapolis House,
Albuquerque, N. M.
FOR SALE General
merchandise
business on the El Paso and Southwestern in eastern New Mexico.
Stock $15,000 to $20,000. Fine opportunity for right party. Can explain good reason for selling. Locality healthiest in New Mexico. Address Inquiries to this paper.

INTEREST

MONEY to LOAN

two-stor-

bar-gal-

WAS A VERY SICK BOY

Til

SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RE- CEIPTS, as low as Iio and as high as
$200. Loans are quickly made and
strictly private. Time: One month
to one year given. Good remain in
your possession. Our rates are reasonable. Call and iee us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms S and 4, Grant Bldf.
315 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.

yJ
V

J.

Si

TWO LOTS
Close In on North Fifth,

this week.

REAL

New Accounts

205 West Gold

,vs

WJ

Tip

9

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

orriccRm

NEW MEXICO

AND DIRKCTonm

JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKEE
R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYNOLDS

Auto Phone 678

President

..Vice President
Cashier

..Assistant Cashier
Director

U. B. DEPOSITORY
Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits

CARDS

Depository for Atchison, Toptki

LAWYERS.
Ira M. Bend.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, 82 F street
N. W., Washington, D. O. Pensions,
lands, patents, copyrights, caveats,
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
R. W. D. Bryan.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, Albuquerque, N. M. Office, First National
Bank building.
E. W. Dobso.i.

ATTORNEY AT LAW. Office,
Mock, Albuquerque, N. M.
DENTISTS.

Solicits

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON. TOPEKA A SANTA FE RY.

AND LOANS

PROFESSIONAL

and

CaprtaL fl50.000.00.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, Presioent: W.
8 trickier, V. P. and Cashier- Johnson, ,. sst. Cashier; Win. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldae.
won
A, M. Blackball, Geo. Arnot, O. E. CroJawelT

BASHINSKY

ESTATE

DEPOSITS

SjSj

1

110 West Gold Ave:

&

SAYINGS

Extendi to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,

POR TERF1ELD CO.
BACON

ON

With Ample Means and Unsurpsssjtf Facilities

st a bargain

house, close In, lowlands,
for 12700.00.

Also

ALLOWED

a

Crom-wel- l

DR. J. E. KRAFT,

Dental 8urgeon.
Rooms 16 and 16, Grant block, over
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
Both 'phones. Appointments made by
mall.
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. 8.
No. 306 Railnfid avenue.
Office
hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:J p. m.; 1:30
P. m. to 6 p. m. Telephone 462. Appointments made by mall.
PHYSICIANS.

&

I

$500,000.00
$250,000.00

i

Santa Fe Railway Company

o

STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

CAPITAL,
$100,000.00
SURPLUS AND PROFITS, . . . 22,000.00
Interest Paid on lime Deposlfs
Safety Deposit Boxes for Rent. Drafts Issued on all parts of the World

We Want Your

Banking Business

DIRECTORS

O. N. Marron. Wm. Fair. J. B. Herndon. I. A. Dye. E. A. Miera.
D. H. arns. J. A. Weinman. F. H. iatrong.
Jay A. Hubbs.

Dit. R. L. HUST.
Office, 68, N. T. Armljo Bldg.

Tuberculosis treated with
Electrical
Current and
Germicide. Treatments given each
day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m.. Trained
nurse in attendance. Both 'phones.
UNDERTAKER.
Auto, 'phone 316.
Colo., Red 115.
A. BORDERS.
Commercial Club Building. Black
and White Hearse, $5.
ARCHITECTS.
F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walllng-ford- .
Rooms 46 47, Barnett building,
Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.
CIVIL ENGINEER.
y

J. R. Farwell.
Room 23, N. T. Armljo building.
NOTARY PUBLIC.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Thos. K. D. Maddlson.
Office wttih W. B. Childers, 117 West
Gold avenue.
RODERICK STOVErt, E. E.
Electrical and Mechanical Engineer.
Agent for Fairbanks, Morse ft Co.
Gas and gasoline engines a specialty.
906 West Railroad
avenue. Automatic 'phone, 179.
EXAMINER

.OF TITLES.

H. R. WHITING,

South Second Street, First
National Bank building.
Albuquerque, N. M,
Examiner and abstracter of land
titles, Including those of Spanish and
Mexican origin.
"To Cure A Felon."
ays Sam Kendall, of Phllllpsburg,
Kan., "Just cover It over with Buck- len's Arnica Salve and the Salve will
do the rest."
Quickest cure for
Burns, Sores, Scalds, Wounds, Piles,
Eczema, Salt Rheum, Chapped Hands,
Sore Feet and Sore Eyes. Only 25c
at all druggists.
No.

119

MERCHANTJAILORING

UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST
But Cured by Chamberlain's
Colic,
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAMCholera and Diarrhoea Remedy.
BINI, PROPRIETOR.
"When my boy was two years old
he had a very severe attack of bowel
My merchant tailoring snop is upcomplaint, but by the use of Chamover No. 209 West Railroad aveberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea stairs
of
Remedy we brought him out all right," nue, where I solicit the patronagefirst-classays Maggie Hlckox of Midland. Mich. the public. All work guaranteed
as I have had fifteen years' exThis remedy can be depended upon in
the ciost severe cases. Even cholera perience in the business. Suits made
Infantum Is cured by It. Follow the to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed ana
plain printed directions and a cure is repaired. The specific I use will not
Injure the cloth. Ladles' garments
certain. F r sale by all drugglstp
also cleaned and walking skirts made
MOTT'S PENNYROYAL PILLS to order. Give me a trial.
O. BAMBINL
Tht-jorcome WeaknrM.
R
Iftrtlv and uuitltiis,liitiriiietrivmi
viur
The I.axat.ve effect, of Chamber" I'kiiii i l im nttriift.
V. utl nu)U
"
ff
lain's Stomach and Liver Tablets is
Ui r iris ltvnllMf
at womanhood, kMrii'
anting
I
so
agreeable
so nuturr.l you can
eli''iiu nt ot uriraiia and body, ho
llftA
3rlr known
fr wmiim riiala hardly realize and
that it Is poduced by
f TJ Jr V tM in. I'annol du nrm-a pirur. 91 urr bos a medicine.
rwiiwn
These tablets also cure
"T' hytfOTThiII.
Nrtld by druHlsts.
?v tl' tTvLi'
indigestion and biliousness. Price 25
CHEMIC'AT CO .oI"i.
VaC
FOU SALE BY
ANN ft feON.
cents. Samples free at all druggists.

f

"Tl

On Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,
wagons and other Chattels; also on

five-roo-

NEW MEXICO

Capital and Surplus, $100,000

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
South

aa
M

with names and addresses
of people who are
"Neccessarjr to Your Prosperity
217

,,

7"

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

should be working for yout
wouid gladly lend you money?
who mould like to buy your horse?
who would bur an Interest la your business?
who would buy that lot of ground f
who would buy yonr old bicycle?

The synod of New Mexico, embrac
ing all Presbyterian churches In New
Mexico and Arizona, will convene In
the Presbyterian church of Albuquer-qu- next Friday. It will be a notable
meeting on account of the dedication
of the pew church on the Sunday fol
lowing.
Many prominent
ministers
will take part in the proceedings of
LOST.
the synod, among whom are Rev. A.
U. Marshall, D. D., of
Minneapolis. LOST A grip containing surgical inRev. T. H. Cleland D. D. of Minne
struments. Return to Dr. Connor's
sota, and Hon. H. P. Faris of Missouri,
office and receive reward.
who will speak on good citizenship.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
The Silver City Enterprise says: Department
of the Interior, Land OfMr. and Mrs. A. F. Kerr left Sunday
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 22,
evening for Las Vegas, stopping a day
190C.
en route ia Albuquerque, where they
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. B.
Notice is hereby given that William
lU'rndon. Mr. Kerr represented the G. Tight
Albuquerque, N. M., has
American National bank of this city tiled noticeof of
his Intention to make
at the bankers' convention, which has final commutation
proof In support of
ueeu In session this week in the Mea his claim, viz: Homestead
Entry No.
dow City.
9112 made April 2. 1906, for the NE
23,
Section
T.p. 10 N.
MUSIC LESSONS.
3 E. and that said proof will
Prof. N. DiMauro. the violinist. Range
gives lessons on the violin and man- he made before the Probate Clerk, at
dolin.
Guaranteed to be the best Albuquerque, N. M., on November 6,
teacher in Albuquerque. Any one de- 1906.
He names the following witnesses to
siring lessons address general deliv- prove
his continuous residence uoon.
ery, city.
and cultivation of, the land, viz:
m. 1". Angell. C. E. Modgln, Charles
If you want results In advertising
Etne, Mrs. John Brown, all of Albu
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ESTABLISHED 1873.

L. B. PUTNEY
THE WHOLESALE

GROCER

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
la the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD

AVENUE.

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

M.

exexeOwOeKoxeKwwOwoeooo

J.

C.

BALDRIDGE

DEALER IN NATIVE ANO CHICAGO LUMBER
PAINT Covers more, looi.s best, wears the
longest, most economical; full measure.
BUILDiNu PAPER Always in stock. Plaster, Lime, Cement, Paint,
Glass, Sash, Doers, Etc.
FIRST STREET ANO COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEX.
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INSANITY IS
GROWING

EVENING CITIZEN.
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ONLY $25.00 TO $150.00 PER LOT

ENGLANDNOW

1

MS

Baron Rothchlld Has Singing

Parrot Duke of Argyl
Searches for Treasure.
GERMAN

IFeeit

'

FREE AUTO RIDE TO A MO MOM PROPERTY
Office Room 9 and 1 1, Cromwell Block

Only $5.00 Down, Balance $5.00 per Month, No Interest.
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country without
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COOPER

REPUBLICAN PARTY FAVORS

ARRIVES
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ST.

J. D. Eakln, president.
O. Gloml, Vice President

LOUIS

English promoters of the tour have
opBritish Coxey With Army Will been pledged every facility and perportunity, and the party will be
Impress
to
March on London
sonally conducted during the stay in
Eccentric Millionaire Who
America by committees appointed by
Labor Claims on Government
Dr. Murray Butler and Supt. Max
Was Sensation in East
well, of the New York board of education. The first contingent of teach
Visits Mound City.
Special Correspondence.
ers will sail early in November.
22.
September
England.
London,
Royalties at Highland Games.
Once a year London Is staggered
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tration.
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The Kaiser's
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to congress, together to reach enormous proportions within
English officers from the German endorse the able, honest and patri presentation
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Cooper arrives in a city.
maneuvers
that the otic administration of Governor Her with a request for the admission of a week after
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vation, revivalism in religion may be
he will be as successful in
Kaiser's new headquarters In the bert J. Hagerman and nil other fed New Mexico into the union as a state Whether
more potent in disturbing mental bal field
St. Louis as elsewhere remains to be
was the greatest Innovation of eral and territorial of;.cials of New thereunder.
ance than grief or anxiety.
Mexico.
obWe urge upon the next legislature seen.
But why follow the specialists into the year, and formed the chief
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to his foreign guests.
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remedy, and from which we would hut during operations In the field, tily tender him our thanks for the
REPUBLICAN TICKET
emerge, Only to find that London was but. this year the English officers look good work he has accomplished in the enactment of laws reducing fees
In vain for the familiar structure
and salaries ot public officers 'and
still growing madder from hour to ed
congress
and in the several depart the substitution of salaries for fees
where they were wont to report their
hour?
They ments of government at Washington, wherever practicable.
arrival to their august host.
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county ticket of Otero county for this
financial house, is a parrot fancier. modious quarters they found his thankshighly
commendable way In
majesty Installed surrounded by his the
We endorse the action of the Unit- - campaign, recently nominated:
He has just acquired the most talentwhich he has discharged the duties ed States senate in passing the Gal- Commissioner, first district, Frank
ed parrot in the world, and not a lit- numerous retinue, not half of whom of
chairman of the territorial repub- ligner shipping bill, a measure ot C. Holland, Aiamogordo; Commission
tle cf the time he takes from the rou- could have crowded into the hut ot lican
central committee of this terri- transcendanu importance to our in- er, second district, Edward Homan,
tine cf world finance is given up to former years. Besides, there were tory for
the last two years. We not dustrial, agricultural and commercial Tularosa; sheriff, A. B. Phillips, Cloud-crofof numerous office rooms and his ma
basking In Laura's expression
probate clerk, H. II. Majors,
The only recognize In him a noble, loyal Interests; and we request our deleeerie wisdom she cannot imitate a jesty's private appartments.
consistent republican, but we re- gate in congress to make all honor- Aiamogordo; treasurer and collector,
smile and listening to her extensive other asbestos "tent" contained still and
tho able efforts to secure Its consideraJ. C. Dunn, aiamogordo; assessor, J
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tion and passage by that body, or J. Hill, Aiamogordo; probate Judge,
minds the baron of the Fatherland, for servants
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Urges Enactment of Lavys Placing

,
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Successors to
MELINI o EAKIN, and BACHECHI

GIOMI.

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

Wines, Liquors & Cigars
We keep everything in
stock to outfit the most fastidious bar complete
Have been appointed exclusive areata
in the Southwest tor
JOS. . NLITZ,
WM. LEMP AND
8T. LOUIS A. B. C.
BREWERIES.
YELLOW8TONE,
GREEN RIVER,
W. H. McBRAN E
CEDAR BROOK,

'S

L0UI3 HUNTER,
T. J. MONARCH,
And other standard br-n- ds
too numerous to m . tlon.

ot whlckfes

WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS
But aell the straight article as Yecetved by ns from tne best TOuerlea.
Distilleries and Breweries in the United States. Call and Inspect ow
Stock and Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Price List,
Issued to dealers only.

St. Michael's College
CHRISTIAN BROTHERS

SANTA FE,

FORTY-EIGHT-

-

-

NEW MEXICO

YEAR

H

BEGINS "SEPT. 3rd, 1906

BRO. E. LEWIS. PRESIDENT

3se0
AS

SPECIAL

A

INDUCEMENT

to those who are anxious to bare a
gas range, yet are postponing buying
till next year, we are making this
unique offer, good till August 20.
Detroit Jewel Gas Range No.
Terms, 15 cash and S4 a
month for four months.
Detroit Jewel Gas Range, No.
$22.50.
Terms, 5 cash and $3.50 a
month for five months.
FREE PLUMBING.
To each p .rchaser of a range will
be given, free, one year's suoecrip-uo- n
to one ot the following magaslnes
The Delineator, Good Housekeeping
or Woman's Home Companion. This
exceptional offer will be closed after
Monday, August 20th.
32-1-

$21.00.

25-1- 5,

t;

o

Treasurer.

Consolidated Liquor Co.

Pub-

lic Officers on Salaries, Instead of
Fees, and the Passage of a
mary Law as Suggested by
The Evening Citizen.

Chas. Mellnl, Secretary

O. Bachechl,

The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and
CORNER 4th ANO GOLD

s

Pom

Co.
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THE

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

b

d,
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1

1

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Rooting

First and Marquette

svoexKeooeo
Faywood

ri'

Foster--Mlibur-

v-v

EASY TO REACH.

Hot

Springs

BUILDS

UP THE SYSTEM.

CURES RHEUMATISM.
CURES

I :DNEY AILMENTS.
CURES DIABETES.
CURES INDIGESTION.

CURES DROPSY.

111

:i

v--

PLEASANTLY SITUATED.
RELIEVES PAIN.

rit-'b-

Does your face
look fresh,

Albuquerque, New Mexico

J

"

7ByTi

FAYWOOD,
New Mexico

ACCOMMODATIONS
CLASS.

FIRST

See Santa Fe Agent for round
trip rates, good for thirty days.
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WILL YOU NOW BE GOOD?
The bolters from the republican county convention
la this city last neck can not any longer, with the least
Imaginable pretense to propriety or to fact, continue to
call themselves republicans. They may call themselves
"reformers," to Indicate that they are not satisfied with
party methods; or
to show that they are
net proceeding along party lines, or
claiming to be supported by the true, the beautiful and
the good of all parties; or "Independence leaguers," because they refuse to submit to majority rule expressed
In party action; or "good government leaguers," mean-tthat such government Is best which gives the most
offices to their handful of henchmen In a word, there
re Innumerable names the bolters may take, some appropriate and the others Ironical; but by every rule of
the legitimate use of language and the practice of political parties, they can not except in a spirit of fraud
call themselves representatives of the republican party.
Kvery one knows the hitsory of the case here at
borne. The primaries were properly called. The bolters
attended. Finding themselves in the minority, they
bolted. Their contesting delegations could not be seated la the county convention, because they had no ground
oa which to contest except that the majority would rule.
Again they refused to abide party action and formed a
county convention, which sent a contesting
delegation to the territorial convention at Las Vegas.
exThere the contestants were granted full, free-anhaustive time and opportunity to present their claims,
produce their proofs and vindicate their course. Nearly
the whole day was given to them.
They first went before the territorial central committee, composed of two representatives from each county aad of fifteen other members selected from the territory at large, being all representative men. They then
"went before the committee on credentials, selected one
from 'each county in the territory, thus being composed
ot the very cream of republicanism In all New Mexico.
And what did they get?
n the central committee, out of forty votes cast
they. got one, the members from Bernalillo
creon
committee
The
county
not voting.
dentials unanimously refused them recognition. Thus
were they not only refused recognition as the republican
party of Bernalillo county, but they were refused even
Joint recognition as a part of the republican party of
Bernalillo county. What more could the asssmbled
wisdom and patriotism of the republicans of New Mexico have done to put their stamp of disapproval on the
factlonists?
"non-partisan- ,"

o

so-calle-d

Joorual-Armljo-Rome-
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BIT OF JOURNALISTIC

BLUNDER

The Albuquerque Journal is off as usual on Its politics. In its Issue of September 22 it comes out squarely
against Delegate Andrews for renomlnatlon, claiming
that he does not have the confidence of the people, can
inspire no party enthusiasm and that those who are
way,
supporting him are only doing so in a
and asks that he step down and out in order to bring
concord to the republican ranks.
This evidently means that the Journal sees the cyclone coming and wishes in some undefinable way to be
pot In concord with the elements rather than to be
caught In the teeth of the storm.
This "lack of confidence" does not seem to be shared
l)y the people of the territory at large, nor by a very
large portion of the citizens of Albuquerque, who know
t
' only too well the substantial benefits that City has deof Dele-Ka- te
rived through the alertness and resourcefulness
'
'
Andrews,
t
The same distrust was shared by that paper two
years ago when it predicted calamity and defeat to the
regular party nominee, and was mainly Instrumental .in
ringing Mr. Rodey to the disgruntled front as a sure
winner. Everyone can now see the unwisdom of this
movement, having noted its miscarriage.
Since this little tantrum so recently Indulged In by
the Journal there is not apt to be many who will follow
its lead or accept Its political prophesies. White Oaks
Outlook.
half-heart-

DELEGATE W. H. ANDREWS
of Delegate Andrews to be his
own successor was a foregone conclusion. No sane
mind could have expected anything else, nor would the
people of New Mexico have acepted anything else. Mr.
Andrews' record of one session was a remarkable record and demonstrated him to be the right man in the
right place as well as the man who does things.
The whole territory of New Mexico feels its obligation to him. This Includes what he did in bringing men
and money Into the territory while yet but a private
man In life, as far as New Mexico is concerned, as well
aa what he accomplished as a delegate in congress. The
anta Fe Central railroad, the county of Torrance, the
crowing wealth of the Eetancla valley, are so many
monuments to the activity and success and foresight of
W. H. Andrews. Dozens of neglected veterans now rejoicing In relief from want, are monuments to the
ifcoughtfulness and faithfulness and Influence of W. H.
Andrews. The soon to be magnificent federal building
In Albuquerque, the pride of the city and an honor to
the .territory, snatched by him from the very jaws of
defeat. Is a magnificent monument to the wisdom, tenacity
and congressional backing of W. H. Andrews.
1
How could New Mexico fall to say to him, Well
dune, thou good and faithful servant, return to the field
vf thy labors and success?

The

CONTINUED AS CHAIRMAN
The Optic tne other day showed Itself a true prophet
whea it said that Bursum and Andrews had proven
themselves a good team and that they would again pull
the republican bandwagon in the present campaign. Mr.
Dursum's reception by the territorial convention Saturday waa an ovation of which even President Roosevelt
could have been proud. Of course he was continued in
his position as chairman of the republican territorial
central committee, and no doubt he and Andrews will
again lead the party to magnificent victory.
1L O. Bursum is a growing man, a man whose powers
are developing with their use. He is a much greater
man today, as a thinker, a speaker, an organizer and a
leader than he was nearly eight years ago when called
to take charge of the New Mexico penitentiary; and it
will be a disappointment to those who know him well,
if the succeeding eight years shall not see him a larger
figure on the national field. H. O. Bursum commands
the respect and confidence of the republican party of
Hew Mexico.
It Is a sore point with the democrats that so many
tif their former leaders now safely lay in the shelter of
the republican fold; but the Albuquerque contingent of
the unterrlfied may take comfort In the fact that local
history In this particular has been emulated all over
the territory and even to greater proportionate extent
on the broad field of the nation. Republicanism now
holds much of the best part of democracy. However,
Bernalillo county democrats may still be thaukful. They
yet have the aid of the Democrat Journal.
What will the Democrat Journal do now, poor
thlug? Will It call a territorial convention and put a
new candidate for delegate in the field? It certainly
can .not support Delegate Andrews after Its villainous
attacks on blm, both while in congress and while a candidate for renouiination. Surely the
Homero combine can bold a convention and run one of
the throe for delegate.

American printing methods are being developed by
increasing specialization In mechanism and by the nst
of individual electric motors for each piece of machin
ery. A typical modern plant Is that of the New York
Times. Here the press room is sixty feet below the
street level, amply ventilated, and Its atmosphere kept
dry by chemtco-mechanlcdevices. The paper Is print
ed on four octuple Hon perfecting presses, having a
pnpers hourly
total capacity of 144,000 sixteen-pag- e
counted and folded. Each press Is driven by a
power main motor, assisted by two
power starting motors. One press can be used to print two separate editions, or either half of the press can be used at
will.
There are twelve sets of Kohler push buttons to
control each press, and when a pressman presses the
"safety" button the motor can not be started again except through the button by which it was stopped. The
motors are in Its pits beneath the presses. The opera
tion and speed of a press are automatically recorded on
a paper roll by means of an apparatus invented by
Messrs. Wlnnacott and Palmer, two of the engineering
staff of the newspaper. Ink Is fed to the rollers by
gravity from a storage tank. The New York Times
uses about fifty
rolls of paper daily. A new
roll can be put on a press In twenty seconds. The
newspapers on leaving the press are taken by an endless chain conveyor to the mailing and distributing
rooms above. The composing room Is on the sixteenth
linotypes, each driven by
Door and contains thirty-eigh- t
power motor. Gas burners heat steam
a quarter-hors- e
for the matrix tables, and the completed matrices
to the press room on a special lift, where they
are cast on an autoplate machine driven by a 10hors
power motor. For communication between the building
and the outside world there are 162 telegraph wires and
868 telephone instruments.
All the clocks In the building are regulated every hour by the Western Union
Telegraph company. ' Electric current is supplied from
the street main from three separate service connections
and In the event of emergenlces there is an additional
connection with the third rail of the New York subway,
which has a station immediately beneath a portion of
the building. The bulk of the edition is distributed via
the subway. The building Is lighted by 6,200 incandesvapor lamps are used in
cent lamps. Cooper-Hewi- tt
the press and composing rooms. Cleaning is accom
pllshed by compressed air. In winter low pressure
steam is used for heating, otherwise there is no steam
plant on the premises. London Times.
al
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THE JAFFA
Grocery Comp'y.

o
o
o
o
o

o Announcement to Young M en O
O
o
O
"Good Things to Eal" o
o
every standard, whether It be
o
MEASURED workmanship, whether style or
o
o
terns, our new Fall and Winter Suits and
o
o
prove their superior
Overcoats for
o
o
On account of being
prove
worth
that they are the faultless productions of
o
o
men who have made the designing and making of
closed until 6 o'clock
o
o
clothing their life study, and have been
o
today, we will make a
o
fully successful
their attainments. There is
o
Special Price on all
o
ment
every
in
detail
the appropriateness of the color
o
Bakery Goods for
o
effects,
the fashioning of the lapels,
the graceful
o
o
back
lines
this evening only.
of
the coats and
the perfect set of the
'
o
trousers.
o
In
truth
we
more
maintaining
are
than
following
the
Note the
o
very high standard long ago attained
o
our
of
lines
prices:
o
Men's
o
clothing.
o
o
50c Chocolate or
The arrival of extensive orders places our present
A(c o
o
coanut Cake ....
stock
splendid condition, especially in the complete
o
o
size assortments prices from
to
o
40c Chocolate or
oc
o
' coanut .... Oux, o
o
o
o
25c Chocolate or
on.
o
BOY'S
iffori
CA
o
aova
Cake
PS
coanut
....
o
o
25c Chocolate or Loaf oa I oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo
Ul
Cake
All Cookies, three
or
. . . .
en for
by

pat-

Young

Men

high-cla-

ss

wonderrefine-

fn

In

In

In

in

In

Voug

Hlgh-Grad- e

Co- -

In

$10.00

Co

$25.00.

CaKe

CO- -

doz- -

.'.

-

Did you notice we secured the contract for
furnishing the University Dormitories.

25c
5c Pies, Six for ... . 25c
10c Pies,

three for . .

contract

This
The above goods are
guaranteed strictly fresh
and of the very finest
quality. Remember these
prices are good only for
Saturday evening after
6 o'clock and up till the
store closes.

When announcement was made a few diwys ago that
the Pennsylvania Railroad company had Bold a large
portion of its holdings of the stock of the Baltimore &
Ohio and Norfolk & Western railroads, th9 suggestion
was made and it seemed plausible that the transaction was the beginning of a new era in railroad management. It was said that the new rate law provides
such effective means for preventing discrimination and
secret rate cutting that it is no longer necessary for
"Good Things to Eat"
large systems to control minor competing lines for the
purpose of maintaining rates. This view, indeed, was
MAIL OBDEKS FILLED THE SAME DAY
suggested by the explanations of the transaction given
1HEY ARE RECEIVED.
by Pennsylvania officials.
The question at once arose, whether other railroad
companies occupying a similar position would follow the
example set by the Pennsylvania company. So far
nothing of that sort has happened. On the contrary,
the Baltimore & Ohio stock disposed of by ihe Pennsylvania company has fallen into the possession of the
Union Pacific company, thus opening the way for another extension of the Harrinian syBtem.
The fact that Harrimau is still buying railroads,
however, does not necessarily mean that the recent policy of intercontrol of systems tor the purpose of minimizing competition and rate cutting Is to be continued.
The Harrlman railroad operations are speculative rather
than constructive. When Harrlman buys a railroad It Is Funeral Director and Licensed Embalmer
expected to be for the purpose of private gain to Indi- IB
PrtrtnA Autommtle
viduals rather than for any large reasons relating to
Colorado, Blk MB
effective railroad management.
Kansas City Star.
Corner Fifth and Railroad Avtnua

amounted to $1200,
and there must be
some reason for our

(3
if

We per-

getting it.

sist in selling below
our competitors. Our
expenses are 50 per
cent less than theirs;
that's the secret.

I

Jaffa Grocery Co.

0. W. STIBOMQ'S Off
,

House Furnishers

&

B. K. ADAMS
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MARRIAGE COMPANIONSHIP
NOT WANTED IN BUSINESS
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Highland Rooming House
MRS. M. E. HEINDL,

IS.

JENNIE COON

SUF-

Best Meals in Town216 South Second

Straat

The Best Flour,
The Best Labor,
The Best Methods,

.ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
IT'S VERY UNPLEASANT.
to find t'ne brand of cigar you're been
smoking going from bad to worse
right along because it's maker, after
getting it introduced and liked, lets
up on quality for the sake of greater
profit. The Richard cigar isn't built
that way it's uniformly good and will
continue to be. The Richard sells at
Z cents for one, 12.00
for B0 in a nice

not only in mixing and baking, but
also in taking care of and selling
the bread. If you want the best
you'll have to use Balling's Bread.

PIONEER BAKERY,

FERS FROM BROKEN WRIST

-

Prices Reasonable

We keep the quality of our bread
up to the highest. This is possible
by using

JUST

Cafe

FJHercfoants

We Keep It Up

Prop.

ACROSS
THE RAILROAD
TRACKS ON EAST R. R. AVE.
young
large
coming
into
women
a
There is
class of
New Building, New Furniture, Steam
active life, chiefly those who have received a college
Heat and Everything Connected
With the Place Brand New.
education, who Insist that Bhould they ever conclude to
consider the question of matrimony at all it must be on ROOMS BY DAY, WEEK OR MONTH
a basis of complete intellectual sympathy and compan-

ionship with their husbands.
In the earlier Btages of marriage there could have
been little thought or question of companionship. Wives
were acquired by capture or barter, and were wanted
chiefly to bear children and do the work of the partnership. The men hunted and fought, and the women performed all the labor. The more wives a man had the
greater chief was be. His friendship and companionship, so far as he had any, were among his comrades In
war and the chase, and womankind was not expected to
discuss mataers outside of their sphere. As civilization
developed, however, and manners softened, the faithful
devotion and endearing affection of women began to
have their effect, and In the parting of Hector and Andromache, in the "Iliad," we are given a picture of an
Ideal marriage relation. Later, Just at the beginning of
our era, Pliny wrote charming letters to his wife, full
Neverof chivalrous sentiment and ardent affection.
theless, as a ruk, marriage has not carried with It a
great deal of companionship in the full sense of the
word. There has been real attachment and community
of Interest, along certain lines, but men have been absorbed in professions or the rougher callings of life, and
women have been content to be mothers, nurses and supervisors of domestic affairs.
Within the past forty years, however, a new note
has been sounded. First woman's property rights were
secured, then she began to demand political rights, and
has been steadily pushing her way Into every vocation.
She repudiates the exclusive domestic sphere which has
been given her. and demands the same scope and the
same education given to the other sex. Marriage must
be an equal partnership and she must be a real com
panion, not merely a housekeeper. She believes that a
wife should be thoroughly capable of understanding and
entering into her husband's pursuits, and only as she
does so can the union be what it should be. How is
this view likely to strike the average man? When a
lawyer comes home, in the midst of the trial, weary
after a contentious and harassing day, will It soothe and
rest him to be expected to go Into all the details over
again, and be questioned as to all the legal aspects and
possible ramifications of his case? Will a doctor in
large practice relish returning from a succession of fatiguing visits to a wife up In medical science and eager
to know the symptoms and progress of every patient?
Will business men wish to carry home the discussion of
trade prospects, and the details of dally transactions, to
be gone over again there?
It is to escape Just this and to find an atmosphere
entirely free from It. that men, as a riile, marry. They
want a complete change of thought and topic In domestic life. Into which the daily grind does not enter. Some
other basis of companionship should be sought, and they
are not difficult to find; courses of reading, study,
music, charities and various bobbies which can be ridden double. Sweet, Indeed, is the community of interest, delightful the Intercourse which a common foible
,
begets.

GO TO THE- that were In the baby
show, half price. Prize babies free.
At the Pennington Studio, until October 1, 1906. Ground floor, 309 West
'
Railroad avenue.
Of all babies

tOT BOOTH MtBT BTRKMT.

box.

The Morning Journal made a grievous mistake Sunday morning by stat-

ing that the accident which befell
Mrs. Jennie Coon on Saturday night
occurred at the Railroad avenue skating rink. Mrs. Coon was skating at
the opera house rink when she fell
and broke her wrist. The fracture
was a compound one and probably
will result In an ultimate stiffness of
the wrist.

MESA PARK PEOPLE
RENEW

Elks' Opera House!
One Weak of Merriment
Commencing

Monday, Oct.

FOR SAI.I-

Good saddle and drMng
fil3 Marquette Ave.
NTK1) A girl to" dS general
housework in a small family. Address P. O. box No. 338. city.
WANTEU
girl for general
Uood
housework. German preferred. Mrs.

horse, cheap.

Putney. t24 West

TUJSSir WIDOW BEDOTT
PRICES: 25c, 33c and BOc
POaiTIVKLY NO rRCK LIBT

at once ladies will be admitted free at the tg tent skating
Beginning

rink on Monday and Thursday

even-

The ladies of St. John's Guild will
give a tea at the residence of Mrs. A.
A. Keen, corner of Tenth and Tijeras
road, Wednesday
afternoon,
from
3 to 6 o'clock,

92.

The Williams Dttig Company
Both Telephones.

Brown's II
770

$1.50

it

pressed at

None

-

And Careful Dispensing, go to
The Basy Little Drog Store
at
7 West Railroad Avenue

and you too get their
clothes cleaned and

Auto,

-

For Prompt Service, Courteous Treatment

"The Smart Set"

V. Silver Ave.

AVENUE.

mm&itfa
Colo.

His Hon. The Judge

"A Fellow of Infinite Jest"

RAILROAD

LOUDON'SPhone JERSEY
FARM
Red

Coper

rXR KENT Neatly furnished liout
rooms for gentleman or light housekeeping.
4nti North
Arno street,
Highlands.

ings.

NI6HT

RICHARDS

Special Price on Large Orders
Delivered to any part of the city

of

Superior Vaudeville

H.

Per Gallon

OPERATIONS

The Mesa Park improvement Co.
Farce Comedy Successes
has called a meeting of its stockholders to occur this evening over Zelg-er- 's
AND
cafe. The affairs of the company
have been lagging for some time, owing to everything being "fair," but
now that the fair Is over another
hitch will be taken on ihe situation
and the .Mesa Park addition put be- REAL COMEDIANS
fore the public in a way that the in-PRETTY GIRLS
vestor and the homo builder can not
help seeing tho advantages of the
Mesa Park location.
MONDAY

I

mm

Rich Stock Co.

FOR CLASSIFICATION.

J.

THE BEST IN TOWN

1

THE FRANK

Presenting a Repertoire

TOO LATE

A.

113'2 WEST

rrprrn
rAJL.O

jH

THE BLUE FRONT
117 West Railroad Aven.

.

Mormon Conference
at Salt Lake City

For above occasion the SANTA FE will sell tickets to
Salt Lake City and return for one fare of $33.10.
Tickets on Sale September 28and 29, 1906.
r. E. PUR OY, Agent.
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ANDRE WIS

REHN

ATED DELEGATE TO CONGRESS

the Roosevelt administration, the reclamation policy. It is fortunate for
the people tnat the republican party
stands for all of these things and
that the nation has at its rudder, not
only the greatest republican, the
greatest American of today, but the
greatest figure In the world's hlrrtory
of the present time, Theodore Roosevelt.

(Continued From

Pgo

One.)

fenr port was unanimously adopted. (See
resolutions published elsewhere In toter what middlemen and brokers may day's Evening Citizen.)
After a number of speeches on cer
say to you to the contrary. The consumption 01 wool by this nation Is In- tain clauses In the series of resolucreasing enormously and so is the use tions, especially the Joint statehood
of mutton. Production can not keep clause, In which the statehood clnuse
puce with, this demand. It Is for this was adopted by a large majority vote;
reason also that I desire to see the and speeches nominating and secondsmall sneep and cattle grower en- ing the nomination of Hon. William H
couraged, by beneficlent legislation. Andrews for delegate to congress, the
The free range, should be Ills and any convention proper adjourned sine die.
The convention adopted the Amerincheme of leasing this range is a sinister effort to put hlrn out of busi- can flag as the emblem for two years,
Yes,
ness and must be discontinued.
to be used on all republican tickets
fellow citizens, there Is not one of general, county, city and precinct
great
you who would exchange the
,
elections.
privilege of being an American citl-leothftir that of cltlzensnlp of any
er nation and 1 believe this pride In BURSUM'S SPEECH IN
the country of your nativity or of
your adoption, will lead you to vote
OPENING IDE CONVENTION
for statehood this November, no matter what minor objections may arise
or wnai prejuiuices i" cucmno v
New Mexico may seek to awaken.
Saturday afternoon, liefore tempoFor the Small Farmer.
rary officers had been elected. It was
Before concluding, let me reiterate the duty of the chairman of the territhat I am unalterably opposed to the torial republican central committee,
leasing or the frittering away of tne Hon. H. O. Bursum, to open the conpublic domain or Its absorption by sel- vention, and it was a little past 3 In
fish corporations and that the recla- the afternoon when he rapped for ormation policy finds no more enthusHe spoke as follows to the coniastic advocate than myself. I want der.
every quarter section of tillable soil vention:
isn't a republican platform
still a part of the fifty million acres andThere
speaker
subject to entry, eventually to" be the In there is not a republican
this broad land of ours today who
home of a happy and prosperous famdoes not dwell directly or indirectly
ily. The man who tills the soil Is upon
the marvelous prosperity that has
the back lone of our nation and will reached
its fullest development durbe the backbone of this great common- ing
the Rooseveltlan administration.
wealth. He should not he deprived of Historians
will call this the golden
one acre that rightfully belongs to
him. It is by this policy that the mag
nificent Heritage of 30,000 square miles
to be given the state of Arizona, will
become the most valuable and be of
the greatest good to the commonwealth.
A free home for every man w'no
wants it, but not an acre for the speculator, that is my platform and by It
I desire to be judged.
I appreciate this honor you have
beftowed upon me and accept it with
grateful heart, but far greater will be
the honor to me if it can be truly
said: "Our delegate In congress has
done his duty the test he knew how
nnd wherever he found it and has
permitted no other Interest to stand
between hlmBelf and faithful Bervlces
to bis constiuents." And to doing this
duty to the best of my ability and
strength, I pledge myself.
maintained,

that

there need be no

wool prices will decline, no mat-

n
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factories, amidst the bustle of the
streets and the shouts In public meeting places, but I am confident that
they will stand the test and that the
verdict will be by at least 10,000 majority, "Well done!"
NO MORE HIGH RATES FOR
RE8IOENT8 OF LONG ISLAND
Island, Oct. 1. Summer res
idents of Long Island nre no longer
to be charged more by the 1mg island railroad than the average month
ly rate of commutation for the year.
The road today abandoned the prac
tice that has caused so much com
plaint and substituted a flat rate.
For many years the Long Island
railroad has charged Its commuters
high rates for the first three months
of warm weather.
These rates were
gradually scaled down until, for the
last three or four months of the year
r
tney appeared low. To ie
round commuter the sliding scale
made no financial difference, hut
summer residents complained loudly.
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September 1, 1903, Inclusive, It had
paid a quarterly dividend of 1 per
cent on the common.
Houston, Texas, Oct. 1. Thomas
Noel, assistant general freight agent
of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas railway of Texas, has tendered bis resignation to the company, effective Oct.
1.
He will associate himself with Mr.
Steele, the ocean freight broker of
Galveston, In the firm of Steele &
Noel of New Orleans, he having
charge of the New Orleans office.
Mr. Noel Is recognized In railroad
circles as one of the best rate men
In the south.

What need of my toning you of the
mighty deeds of this great leader of
the nation that have stirred not only
Europe, but also the Orient. Be It as
a peacemaker among nations; as a
protector of American republics; as a
builder of an oceanic canal, as a trust
buster or as a constructive statesman,
LARGEST CHICKEN FARM
he has no peer among living men and
IN THE WORLD
time Is writing his achievements large
Kaston, Ta., Oct. 1. The largest
upon the pages of history. As a tried
chicken farm In the world Is soon to
and true friend of New Mexico, as n
lie started In Palmer township, three
Exclusive Designs, Finest Workmanship, Durable Finman especially near and dear to us,
miles from here. The
and one-hal- f
we, who knew him before the highest
acres,
farm, which consists of 107
ishes, Beautiful Wood, for BED ROOMS, DINING
honors had come to him, we all respect
from Wilson
has been purchased
Bros, of Easton by William Talmage
nln and most of us, yea, I hope all of
ROOMS, PARLORS, HALLS, LIBRARIES and DENS
us, love him.
of Toronto, Can., and John Haupt of
this city. The land was purchased
It Is true, he has been misrepreAT REASONABLE PRICES.
will
for $15,000. The new owners
sented even, by this territory, but PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT
OUR RUG DEPARTMENT Is a revelation to those vrfio
ORDER COURT MARTIAL take possession today. This fall
what man in public nfe j nt? Let
Washington.
laying hens will lie placed upon
me tell you from my limited personal
visit It, because of the great variety of Domettlo Rugs
Oct. 1. The court- from the best looms.
knowledge that there la no man in the martial of Captain Koehler, by direc it, and the number will be Increased
national capital who has had or who tion of President Roosevelt, for his to 10,000. The largest chicken ftrm
does have so near to heart the welfare strictures on Wood In Mb letter ask- at present Is said to contain 8,400.
To equip and stock the new farm
of this commonwealth as Theodore ing the secretary of war to set aside
Roosevelt and who understands
Its the findings of the court martial and will mean an outlay estimated at
needs so well. He has planned for Its the reprimand administered to him from $40,000 to $50,000. Mr. Talmage
308-31- 0
future as a father plans for his child- by Wood by direction of the court. Is a retired wholesale druggist of
Railroad Avenue
Staab Building
ren; he has helped more than any was begun today. This letter passed Toronto.
otTwr man to make the generous pro- through the hands of General Wood.
visions for the great state of which and after reading It he demanded HUNTING PROSPECTS
IN STATE OF MAINE
he hopes to see New Mexico the prin- that Koehler be
for
Bangor, Me., Oct. 1. There have
cipal part, and In this as In all other nsubordlnatlon.
been many Inquiries concerning huntthings the father is even more
Under military law the first court- ths fall. The
than the children. No matter martial can not be reopened, because ing prospects in Maine
fleer season opened today anw the
bow some may disagree, with his the sentence
has been executed. moose season opens the 15th. There
plans, no one dare tell me (hat the
can lie no appeal unless the of nas been a great deal of rain, and a
president Is not honest in his friend- There
Is placed In confinement.
rainy fall will keep many sportsmen
ship for New Mexico and does not ficer
Major General Leonard Wood will out of the woods. With weather as
seek to further its best Interests.
not be called upon to defend himself favorable as that of last fall, howGood Work of Andrews.
against the allegations of unfair and ever, Commissioner Carleton
Is of
This commonwealth has been for- Illegal acts
malice, made by Cap me opinion that more hunters than
tunate in having at the national cap- tain L. M. and
Koehler, who was
even would come to Maine.
ital the past eighteen months a man
for preferring charges of
As for the supply of I!" game
who does things.
Hon. Waillam H. Incompetency against Major Hugh M. whether
decreasIt Is increasing
Andrews; a man who ha ssurprised Scott, one of Wood's favorites.
ing the commissioner
hesitates to
even his most intimate friends in the
give an opinion, but he r :kes this
volume of work he has accomplished BALTIMORE AND OHIO
admission:
under the most disadvantageous cirINAUGURATE NEW RATES
"It is reasonable to belc.- that with
cumstances imaginable, it Is no small
Pittsburg, Oct. 1. Two and one- - the very great yearly slaughter,
Colo. Phone
93
Attto. Phone
matter for a man to be the errand boy half
will be the rate on Balti- moose and deer cannot hold their own
for a constituency of 300,000 people, more cents
& Ohio lines east of Pittsburg, much longer. I do not helleve Maine
to secure 450 pensions from a reluctWheeling and Parkersburg on and af is raising annually 25,000 deer to be
ant pension bureau; to have estab- ter
this state. Along with this it was shot, or 500 moose which we find
lished new postofflces, to do cheerfulone-ha- lf
cents has been aliout the number killed evly the one thousand and more things Intimated that two and
might
as
be
announced
the rate for ery season In the past few years."
from getting an increase for clerk every
mile of Baltimore & Ohio syshire In a postofflce to securing a hun- tem from
PARCEL POST CONVENTION
dred thousand dollar appropriation for St. Louis. New York to Chicago and
GOING INTO EFFECT
a public building at Albuquerque from
Washington, Oct. 1. The parcels
a
Such
condition
Baltimore
on
the
out of the teeth of the watch dog of & Ohio means
post convention with Denmark went
the treasury, that grand oTa man, will all follow. that other lines east Into effect today. Ia provides for the
Speaker Cannon, and I am giving
through
It Is generally taken that the Balti exchange and transmission
away no state Becret In telling you more
& Ohio, like the Pennsylvania, the postal services of both countries
that he will secure ere long an ap- made this concession to forestall, if of parcels which weigh no more than
propriation of $200,000 for a similar possible, legislative action In Penn- four pounds and six ounces nor measbuilding at Las Vegas.
sylvania,
Virginia and Mary- ure more than three feet and Bin
But it Is even more to be a land for a West
two-ceflat
fare on all inches in length and girth combined.
constructive
statesman,
to gain roads.
The value of the parcels carried Is
and keep the confidence, the good will
also limlaed to $50.
of a congress of almost 600 senators THE STEEL CORPORATION
117 Gold Avenue
and representatives, each with a con
PAYS DIVIDENDS
Customs Tariff Goes Into Effect.
stituency of a quarter million or more
New York, Oct. 1. The United
TnVtn Oct. i. ThA new customs
people clamoring behind hlra for their States Steel corporation today paid tariff which went into effect today.
good
share of the
things they expect two dividends of hi of 1 per cent each
that the articles essential to
Don't DlepuU with a Worn am
rrom the government. Truly, New on the common and preferred stock. shows
Europeans are the most neuvny
Mexico has had at Washington plead This Is in addition to the regular taxed. All articles of European wear
Especially, It aba tells 70a to order
ing for it not only a voteless even quarterly dividend of 1 4 per cent ing nnnnrpl iro taxed 40 to 50 ner
Back of
though persistent delegate, but sev on the preferred, payable 'August 30 cent. It is quite etiquette for a Jap
'
EMPRE88 FLOUR.
erai score oi congressmen and a next.
. t
anese gentleman to go anywnere iu
number
Make ao excuse (it 70a should
of powerful senators, al
The common dividends are the first klmona and clogs wnue Bucn com
ways ready to hearken to the voice of paid by the corporation s3ice Decem- mnriltles as table cloths and cur
Ret the order), that 70a could
tepc
find It. for yerr flrstrclasa
our able delegate In congress. Wheth- ber, 1903, when
of 1 per cent was tains sre never seen' In a house fur
er you ask Speaker Cannon or Sena paid. From September 1, 1901, to nished In Japanees style.
bandies EMPRESS. Ton Trill klwwM
find good bread, good biscuits, gatfj
tor Penrose, whether the heads of the
pastry and most important of
great departments or the chiefs of bureaus, they will all tell you that New
cheer to greet you itfoett y4
come home for your dinner. ' Try H.
Mexico has been magnificently repre
sented and mat even though a terri
EMPRE8S FLOUR Is the Empress) !
tory it has been more to the front and
' all others.
has received more recognition from
tne government than the greatest
state in the Union, all through the
tirless efforts, diplomacy ' of the
.4
Wholesale Agent Albuquerque, N. M,
man wnom his opponents more fitly
tnan they knew, have called "Bull'
Andrews. Silent yet forceful, diplo
matic yet fearless, he Is truly a man
who does things, not for himself but
for the people, a man who "gets
there when anything is to be done
ror his constituency.
213 WEST RAILROAD AVE.
Joint Statehood Convert.
&
When I advise the republican party
of the territory to acquiesce in the
provisions of the Hamilton enabling
13 UTTER NUT
FINE LINE OF
act that congress has passed and that
has been approved by the president
CA.KES
BREAD
for our admission into the Union as
a state with Arizona, I do so without
Always on Hand.
Better Than Home-Madmental, reservation and with the zeal
of a recent convert. I do it because
All the readers of this newspaper are undoubtedly
I realize that it is the best and most
All City and Outside Orders Promptly Attended to
familiar
with the interesting Rebuses which have apgenerous measure that has ever and
time.
in
to
peared
Ladles'
The
from
time
Home Journal
probably will be passed for the adralu
sion of a state; I do it because I long
We have had prepared for us a Rebus on similar lines,
for the great privilege of Americun
and will give three prizes or presents of value to the
citizenship; because 1 do not want to
first three persons who solve the Rebus correctly. We
delay for one moment the time when
our people, my fellow citizens, the
are sure that this Contest will create Interest In every
humblest as wejl.as the proudest, the
home reached by the Albuquerque Evening Citizen.
native as well as the newcomer, will
be admitted to all the rights of free- The telephone preserves your
horn American citizens,
The only condition of the contest is that no answers
The telephone makes the
a heritage
baptized In blood and proved In the
health, prolongs your life and
duties lighter, the cares . lees,
battle's furnace; because I love this
must be sent in before twelve o'clock noon, October
land of sunshine, its rocks and rills.
ths'
protects your horns.
worries fewer.
and
Its plains and bills, its people and
1st, and no answers will be accepted later than
tneir traditions; because I want to
YOUR
HOME
IN
YOU NEED A TELEPHONE
cast my ballot, U I am snared, and
twelve o'clock noon, October 15th.
I want to see you cast your ballot for
me
of that great Ameri
In writing your answer, write on one side of the
can, our beloved rough rider president.
a a ess ess r"i afc a r"i sssi 11 ssfc r"i sst ri ssi asfr f 1 ssi ri ssfc i ek it ssfc
paper and do not write anything excepting your answer
i iieouore Roosevelt.
Adto the Rebus, your name, street and city address.
Party Stronger Today.
It is gratifying to all of us. no
dress your answer to the Rebus Editor, care of
doubt, that the republican party of
New Mexico Is stronger today than it
FIRST PRIZE $5.00 SILK UMBRELLA.
SECOND PRIZE $3.50 MOSQUETAIRE GLOVES.
ever has been before; that it is more
THIRD PRIZE $2.00 BEADED HAND BAG.
harmonious, more united than for
REGULAR DINNER 25 CENTS
many years; that while it has room
for differences of opinion on subjects
Short Orders and Lunches Served from 6 a. m. to 12 Midnight
that are vital or that are trivial, it
yet commands the loyalty and the
support of fully 30,0(JO out of GO.OOU
voters; it Is a subject for congratula
Alway Ready to Serve
tion that the party is keeping pace
with the demands of the times, with
On
Soda
growth and progress; mat it is not
narrow in is principles or their appli
1
FIRST
STREET
SOUTH
31
two,
cation; that It has been successful
B.Stern.proprjetop
U VcU Koomlnt Boum la Connection, 113 Wtst Lead Avenue
during the past eight years in admin2
istering the public affairs of New Mex
1
11
sj
BiiBUii
11 mumB
in
ico and most of 'its counties and
towns; that it can give a good account
of its stewardship
with which the t?1
people have entrusted it.
When the laliors of this convention
are done. I know you can go home
LEADING DRUGGISTS
to your people and tell them that the
DAY
SCHOOL
AND
MIGHT
very best that the welfare of the terMall Orders Filled Same Day Received.
NOW
ENTER AT ANY TIME-BE- GIN
ritory demands in a material and in a
political way has been done. 1 know
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
BOTH PHONES
Bookkeeping
Commercial Arithmetic Shorthand
that the results of our deliberations
Typewriting
Practice
Law
Commercial
Business
will have to pass the final Judgment
Manifolding
Banking
Penmanship
of the voter; that they must be ap
Corresponded p
Spelling
Business English
proved by the court of last resort, the
Finest Whiskies
Competent Inn jctors
New Management
Added Equipment
people; that they must stand the test
Fair Treatment
Reasonable Rates
of newspaper discussion as well as
Wines, Brandies. Etc. ?
We secure good positions for our graduates; address
review by the many firesides of this
Pxop'r.
BARNETT,
ancommonwealth; that they will tie
JOSEPH
ALBUQUERQUE BUSINESS COLLEGE
alyzed and criticized out in the silence
SAMPLE A MO
BUILDING.
LIBRARY
of the range; in the clamor of the
Avenue
CLUB ROOMS- West
Railroad
Mmw
W. r. Mllllkin, Prloelpsl
Albuqvrqu;
Mxlc
lumber, the coal and the mining
camps; In the hum of the wills and
1-- 2
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Beer

That Makes
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court-martial-

Southwestern Brewery
and Ice Company

-

Bit
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Household Goods
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION,

FURNITURE, CROCKERY
STOVES AND RANGES

& GO,,

BORRADAILE

'S
OF BIG CONVENTION

HON. H. O. BURSUM

Chairman of Territorial
Republican Central
Committee.

After the election of the temporary
officers of the convention, as tele--'
graphed from Las Vegas and publish- - age, the climax of a--, wise policy of
ed in The Evening Citizen, and the protection to Industry and of
of the following - com- - building. Figures are, so vast that
mittees:
they no longer bring to the under- T. N. Wllkerson, standing an adequate idea of the ex-On credentials
A. Cahoon, T. B. Hart, Harry Ham- - tent of this prosperity,
ilton, H. H. Betts, Pablo Aragon.
What does It convey to your mind
George Sena, A. A. Tempke, 8. E. Al- - or to my mind too be told of a trade
r
drich, S. Vigil, A. B. Phillips, N. Gal- balance of fifty or sixty million
A. L. Pease, Alexander Read, lars in favor of the United States?
Frank Staplin, Charles Whelen, Gre- - wnat t!:jes It mean to any one to read
gorio Gutierrez, M. I Pearce, Abran in the press that the national treasAbeyta, E. M. Sandoval, M. Martinez, ury Is overflowing with gold and that
D. Padilla. I.. Baca, L. M. Gallegos, It has a reserve forty million dollars
greater than a year ago at this time;
B. Van Patten.
and our manufacOn Permanent Organization M. C. that our exports
Ortiz, I. B. Wetmore, E. Studley, Har- tures must be measured by the bilry Hamilton, F. A. Bush, I. Armljo, C. lions of dollars and that our farm
Hightower, G. Page, Juan Navarro, products exceed In value those of enF. W. Beach, W. E. Lindsey, A. B. tire Europe?
The human mind cannot grasp these
Daubers, J. Martinez, D. M. White, J.
o. Duncan, S. E. Abeyta, J. Montoya, facts, but there Is something we can
When we see that
M. Martinez, M. Jaramillo, Boleslo all understand.
every man who desires it can have
Romero, J. Martinez, M. Valdez.
work at good wages; when we look
On Rules and Order of Business
upon happy firesides where there are
George Arnot, I, P. Wetmore, E. C.
comforts and luxuries that our
Crampton, L. O. Fullen, Wl D. Mur- found
ray, F. R. Baca, E. W. Dobson.
S. forefathers did not dream of; when
have shorter working days than
Canavan, J. B. Moreno, C. P. Downs, we
ever before with more in the pay enA. I Pease, M. 8. Salazar, C. V.
velope
ever before; when we see
J. W. Akers, M. T. Rogers, Da- smiling,than
well fed and well
vid Dessenger. J. E. Griffith, E. F. children attending our public clothed
schools
Perea, M. Martinez, A. Salazar, N. F. receiving that
education
without
Gallegos, P. Armljo, Martin Lohman. which so many
of their fathers had
On Resolutions W. B. Childers, W. to make their way in the world; when
C Reld, Jeremiah Leahy, L. O. Fullen, we know of the good things of life
W1.
H. Newcomb, C. H. Stearns,
are going to the humblest in the
George W. Prlchard, A. A. Tempke, that
most lonely places and watch the
Gregory Page, David Bushkevltz, F. stream of prosperity divide and subW. Beach, A. B. Daubers, W. E. Linddivide until
reaches the homes of
sey, L. B. Prince, G. A. Tinker, T. B. farmer, the it
stockman, the laborer,
Catron, A. Desmarais, R. Arnold, W. then truly is the real extent of our
R. Martin, E. A. Mlera, M. Martinez, prosperity apparent to us.
A. Sanchez, Solomon Luna. E. W. Fox,
Prosperity Shared by All.
Charles E. Miller.
That New Mexico Is sharing fully
The convention took a recess until In this prosperity you all know. Sheep
8 o'clock in the evening.
It was al- and cattle upon a thousand hills bringmost 9 o'clock, however, before Tem- ing revenue to their owners, their
porary Chairman Fullen reconvened keepers and the middlemen; banks
the convention.
increasing right along In numbers
The committee on credentials first and In wealth; new towns, absence of
reported, and its report, wherein the business failures, the building of railcommittee recommended the seating roads, the opening of coal mines, the
of the regular republican delegates construction of irrigation works, the
from Bernalillo county, was read and multiplying oi newspapers, the distriadopted, although one lone delegate bution of wealth among business men
from San Miguel county voted to seat and investors all these are the rule
today in New Mexico. Not only hunthe delegates of the
party.
dreds, but thousands of homeseekers
The committee on permanent or- from the most prosperous and proganization then reported, and its rec- gressive states are pouring into this
ommendations as follows were unani- territory, taking up homesteads, investing their means, eager to share
mously adopted:
For permanent chairman Charles in the prosperity that has come to us
Vegas.
and of which all the world has learnA. Spiess, of
ed. Truly it must be good to live In
For permanent secretaries Chas.
New Mexico tnese days when even the
and John Florence.
For interpreters M. A. Ortiz, E. H. outsider from far away appreciates
Salazar, M. C. Ortiz and George Sena. our advantages, ottr good government
In taking the chair Mr. Spiess made and accepts with a cheer the wela very fine speech. In which he paid come we extend to him. We see the
a most appropriate tribute to Delegate workman, the farmer, the sheep and
W. 11. Andrews, said something al.out the cattle raiser, villages and towns,
part in this prosperity .tnis
the ladies in attendance at the con- having
vention, spoke of the good work done growth. Surely the good things of
by Committee Chairman
Bursum in thisallworld are coming within reach
and never before did opportunthe Interest of the republican party of
ity hold'oui so many gift as fhe Joes
In the territory, declared himself iu today.
Thai thi
opport unity also
favor of joint statehood for New Mexmeans uew rrspouxitiHitlvs and that
ico and Arizona, and concluded his ad- we are
m
meeting
responsibilities
tht
dress by welcoming back into the bravely and
is-- l,
la
certain, and
ranks of the party Hon. T. B. Catron therefore the ruiuiv of
the Sulisnine
of Santa Fe.
territory
will t, brighter even than
The next committee to report was the prefcent.
that on rules and order of business,
Benefits of Protective Tariff.
and the report was made through
Ami does ail this come of itself?
Chairman George Arnot of this city, Verily not. There must be wisdom in
as follows:
government, a wisdom
Inspires
Report of committee on resolutions. confidence in the presentthat
and in the
Nominating of a candidate for
future; there must be stability in principles and adherence to wise and provto congress.
ElecelUm of ua executive commit- ed policies, such as the protective
tee.
tariff, the sound money standard, the
By this time the committee on res- regulation of public and
olutions, through jts chairman,
Mr. corporations, respect of law and orLuna, was ready to report. The re der, and greatest of them all, gift of
.
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PAGE SIX.
Mr. Hearst lie elected governor, and
should his partnership with Tammany remain unbroken, he might
able, under the unit rufe, to control
the New York delegation to the national convention; but there la little
likelihood that he and Tammany will
continue to train together. Without
Tammany he could not have been
nominated for governor, and without
Tammany he can not capture the national convention dolegatlon. Should
Mr. Hearst be defeated in November,
the Incident of his nomination" will
have been forgotten by 1908.

WASHINGTON
FULL

LETTER

OF INTEREST

SATURDAY'S GAMES.
NATIONAL,

Philadelphia, Pa.. Sept.
cago and Philadelphia
broke even
here today In a double header.
R. H. E.
Scores:
6 1
Chicago ..1 1 0 n 0 0 0 0
1
6 10 1
1 2 2 0 0 0
Pnlla ....0
Kllng;
and
IlaterUs Pfelster
Sparks and Dooln.
II. H. K.
Second game
3 " 0 0 0
4 2
Chicago
4
1
0 0 0 0 0
Phlla
Moran;
and
Bnterles Overall
Richie and Donovan.
Cincinnati Easy for Boston.
Ronton, Sept. 29. In a loosely play- d game todav Boston won an easy
Ictory from Cincinnati.
R. H. E.
Score:

02

Taffs Tickellit Task.

DOMINANCY

03
11

American flag goes up In Cuba It will
not come down, tias been severely
crticlzed in administration circles, not
because the truth of the prophecy Is
doubted but because It was a lad
time to tell the truth. No one denies
that Mr. Roosevelt and Mr. Taft have Boston

IN

NEW YORK IS TEMPORARY

Chi-

29.

In Cuba, of course,
Special Pica Made For Bryan's Dovelopments chief
things of Inter
heve been the
est this week, even overshadowing
Blunder In Government
the New York conventions. Senator
Heverldge's declaration that If the
Ownership For Railways.

HEARST'S

LTAGUE.

...0

1

0 0 3 0 2 1

07

11

2

3
2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 2
tried sincerely and earnestly to set- tin
Catteries Llndaman and Brown;
tle the Cuban muddle without violat
inn the sovereignty of the republic, Mason, Esslck and Corcoran.
generally honored their Pittsburg and Brooklyn Break Even.
Americans Favor Absorption of i but i
fiiisuurg ana
Brooklyn, sept.
uci c sq hi
ucai is ncl V m iuq lann.
Cuba as National Necessity
Washington an overwhelming senti Brooklyn broke even In today's
In the second contest
ment that Cuba would make a desir- eader.
Which Must Ultimately Come.
able possession of the United States, there was a double change of batterbut that she will never be a desirable ies and Pittsburg nad to call upon
he services of a third pitcher.
neighbor.
By Sheldon S. Cllne.
R. H. E.
Should the United States announce Scores:
10 1
0
Special Correspondence.
Its purpose o annex the island re- Pitt
0 0 3 1
Washington, D. C, Oct. 1. Prom public, the Cubans would have to be Brook ...0
Gibson;
and
Willis
Batteries
whipped, perhaps, but it U not doubtinent democrats who have come to ed
eventually they would be- Strlcklet, Bergen and Rltter.
that
.Washington this week have been al- come loyal and desirable
K. H. E.
Second Game
citizens.
8 1
most unanimous in expressing satis The people of Spanish descent in tltts ....0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0
6 12 1
faction that Mr. Bryan Is disposed to New Mexico and the southwest, Brook ...0
Batteries Leifleld. Leever, Phlllp- respect opposing opinion within his though clinging tenaciously to tneir
party and not press the matter of fed-- I old customg and tie mother tongue, pl, Pletx and Phelps; Eason, Scanlon,
ral and mate ownerahln - of railroads, i leave nothing to. be . desired in tne Kltter and Bergen.
Louis-NeYork Double Header.
The democratic atmosphere has been I matter or tne.r Americanism, in many St.New
York. Sept. 29. St. Louis split
clarified, they declare, and there is or the parisnea or Louisiana, arter a
double-header
with New York
today's
now no reaann whv all democrats nunarea yean uuuer me Aojerivaii
grounds, each winning
Should not be able to get together and flag. French is still the dominant lan- at the Polo game.
guage. If there is any reason why tho and losing a
present a united front in 1908.
R. H. E.
As was to be expected, Mr. Bryan Cubans should not do as well, it Is Score:
6 11 2
New
aparent
not.
York
at
time.
this
of
great
a
subjected
deal
to
been
lias
4 5
2
interventloa
political
St.
Louis
The
of
effect
republican
largely
from
criticism,
McGinnlty, Bresnahan
Batteries
with prospectve annexaton, furnishes
sources, for what is termed his re- an
lnterestng theme for speculation. and Fitzgerald; McGlynn and Mai
cantation of the government
prevailing opinion in Washington shall.
The
Is
ship preachment. This criticism
R, H. E.
Second Game
that the country favors annexation
manifestly unfair in view of the fact is
4 6
if
without
dshonor,
but
Louis
St.
it
can
be
done
that from the same sources came that it would not tolerate anything New York
6 2
praise lor Presldena Roosevelt when smacking of a breach of faith. So far Fromme and Noonan: Wiltse and
lie heeded the opinion of republican there have been only words. of com- Bresnahan.
leaders and decided not to press upon mendation for the manner in which
congress consideration of tariff re- Secretary Taft has managed the Cu
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
vision.
At Chicago, Stp. 29. Washington
affair, but Ills job is a mighty
ban
Mr. Roosevelt was and is convinced ticklish one and there Is ever pres Chicago game postponed, wet grounds.
that the tariff should be revised; he ent the possbillty that he may do At Detroit. Sept 29. Detroit Phlla
found he could not press the matter something that will blast his politic aelphia double-heade- r
declared off on
without causing serious discord with- al prospects. If the Amercan flag account of rain.
expediency
yielding
so
party,
to
in his
goes up In Cuba the manner of its
At Cleveland, Sept. 29. New Y'ork
tie agreed to let the matter rest for going, of course, will be made the
took the final game of the series
hailwas
present.
Mr. Roosevelt
the
of debate In congress next win from Cleveland by bunching hits off
ed as a wise and patriotic staaesman. ter, and the president and Mr. Taft Bernhardt.
R. H. E.
Mr. Bryan is convinced that the fed will have to show mighty clear hands Score:
6 2
eral and state governments should If they escape democratic denuncia C.eveland
14 0
New York
own the railroads; he finds within the tion
democracy absolute and unyielding
Batteries Hess and Clark; Orth
opposition to such a policy and real" Washington Wants Roosevelt Back
and Thomas.
to
Washington
glad
mighty
will be
WESTERN LEAGUE
lses that to press h now would dls
he re
nipt the party. He yields to expedi see President Roosevelt when
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t'j color the next national democratic
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NO PAIN SO DEEP THAT
IT CANNOT BE REACHED
and ROUTED BY THIS OLD

r

NEW

'lYiTiiorisil Sccrotary
J. V.
l
bih'u spinning aliuut on the
stivws of the capital lu a new
which he received by freit.t
Hay-tuil.l-

au;'-inuhi-

.s

lo

days ago from

Albiniuerqur,
H trailed hiu
ki.v iIih New Mexican.
olil machine, for the new one, wh'. h,
while of the same make and model Is
of t wenty-hors- e
power while the nu
disponed of Id only twelve. Mr.
Is now an ardent champion of
the jjood roads movement Biuco hU
f'--

H:y-nohl-
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Sealshlpt Carriers

MINCE MEAT
OUR OWN MAKE

GOOD FOR STIFF JOINTS
WOUNDS, AND ALL
AILMENTS of DOGS
OUT-WAR- D

Absolutely Pure

JUST WHAT YOU NEED
for BLISTERS & CHAFES.
25c., 50c. and $1 a BOTTLE.

Clean and Sweet

;
. . . .
.
- L ngnt
Ul
nmn tuiila
nere in your own cuy irom a
minca nncai
recipe which cannot be excelled, using only the purest and best of
Ingredients. Don't buy a foreign product with all its uncertainty H
H
when you can obtain a much better artieU mri. rinht
nA ah
that you know Is a "pure food."

VA.

I

HEALS OLD SORES AND
ULCERS PERMANENTLY
WHEN ALL ELSE FAILS.

NOTE THE LOW PRICES

CURES SPAVIN, AND IS
EQUALLY GOOD for RINGBONE & HARNESS SORES.

2 pounds for . . .

.25

50 pound keg for $4.00

SOAKS INTO THE FLESH.
CURES SHARP ACHES,
DULL ACHES, All ACHES,
FAINS OR BRUISES OF
MAN OR BEAST.
.

Mail Orders Given Careful Attention

TAKE NO SUBSTITUTE.
GREATEST

EMERGENCY.

LINIMENT KNOWN.
NO OTHER IS AS GOOD.
QUICKLY HEALS BURNS
AND SCALDS.

i

The rOOR MAX'S DOCTOR

A. V. TEGMER

M

H

FOR ALL INSECT BITES.

Contractor and Builder

IT IS NEEDED FOR CUTS,
FROZEN LIMBS, CHILBLAINS, OR ACCIDENTS

OF ANY KIND.

Outside Building Orders Solicited and Work
Guaranteed

POSITIVELY Cures TILES

First-Clas-

HAS BEEN THE STANDARD LINIMENT for OVER
SIXTY YEARS.

h
9

GOES TO THE VERY CITADEL OF PAIN AND PUTS
ALL ACHES TO FLIGHT.

s.

Albuquerque,

References Given

N. M. $

N3CC0CCCC0CCK3C

Colonist Rates to
California and the

NOTHING has EVER BEEN
FOUND SO GOOD FC:i
FROST-BITEIT GIVES
SURE AND PERMANENT
RELIEF. WORTH TRYING

Northwest...

KEEP IT WITHIN REACH.

Second Class Colonist Tickets will be sold to

TOR RHEUMATIC PAINS.
INFLAMMATION. STIFF
JOINTS, LUMBAGO, Etc

all principal points on the

A. T. & S.

F., and

Southern Pacific Railways, in California, at

A FEW DROPS,
A FEW ROW
AND THE PAIN IS GONE.

rate of $25.00.

For other rates and full

in-

formation, call at the Santa Fe ticket office.

YOU COULD N'T BUY A

T.

BETTER LINIMENT IF
YOU TRIED IT'S THE
BEST, AND NEVER FAILS.

E. PURDY,

Agent

Rates Ens

GOOD FOR MAN, BEAST
AND POULTRY.
CURES SORE THROAT.
TUT A TEASPOONFUL IN
A HALF GLASSFUL OF
WATER & GARGLE Often.
ALSO RUB THE OUTSIDE
WITH THE LINIMENT.

NORTHERN NEW MEXICO FAIR Af D FALL FESTIVAL, LAS VEGAS,
N. M. Rate $4.00 fvT the round i lp. Ticket on tale September 24 to
27. Return limit, September 29. 1)06.
INTERSTATE LIVE STOCK AN; HORSE SHOW, ST. JOSEPH, MO.,
' September
the round trip. Tickets on sale Sep.
Rate $30.75
tember 22 to 26 inclusive. Final return limit October 1, 1906. This
limit can be extended to October 15th by depositing ticket with agent
on payment of 50 cents.
AMERICAN ROYAL LIVE STOCK SHOW, KANSAS CITY, MO., October
1906. Rate $30.75 for the round trip. Tickets on sale October
5 to 9 inclusive. Return limit October 15. This limit can be extended
by depositing ticket with Joint Agent on payment cf 50 cents.
BIENNIAL MEETING, SUPREME LODGE, KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS,
1906.
NEW ORLEANS, LA., October
Rate $38.50 via Kansas City
and Memphis; $43.40 via El Paso and Houston or Marshall, Texas.
11
14
to
Inclusive.
Dates of sale October
Return limit October 30, 1906.
This limit can be extended by depositing ticket with Special Agent at
New Orleans and the payment of a fee of 50 cents, until November 30.
CALL AT TICKET OFFICE for other low round trip rates on sale every
day until September 30th. Also one way rates to points in the North,
west, South and West

TRY IT ON A SPRAINED
LEG IN YOURSELF OR iX
ANY OF YOUR STOCK.

MECHANICS

NEED IT UN

THEIR WORK BENCH.
FOR FAINS

ACHES

:oni; ui.s :i es
inERE IS NOTHING
GOOD.

f
Q

AND

fr

24-2- 9.

PENETRATES the FLESH.
GIVES QUICK RELIEF
AND A POSITIVE CURE.

V
II

SO
RUB IT IN WELL

15-2-

I)

of our

T".

E. RURDY, Agent. Albuquerque

There's Work for you
in California....

trip overland to

AUTO

shipped in the new way,

received daily in

Forefathers.
PURCHASES

tub.

Sealshlpt Oysters,

REMEDY.

The LINIMENT
RAYNOLDS

The Old Way

Water, preservatives, ice
and oysters all together
into a stale wooden

No water, no preservatives; oysters in a sealed,
white enameled case, ice
outside.

DEEP-SEATE-

TIME-TRIE-

'

The New Way

CURES QUICK BECAUSE
IT EN ET RATES QUICK.

SECRETARY

f

60 Years

68
07

2002000

1906.

v

PAINS
For
AFFLY THIS LINIMENT
FREELY AND RUB HARD.

I

A

XJIjBSOLUTCLr PURE..

A QUICK HEALER
WHEN APPLIED TO CUTS
AND ALL OPEN WOUNDS.

MUSTANG
8 LINIMENT

1,

1

IT IS

I

OCTOBER

Albuquer--

i

que. That cross country run cost lilm
in hursted tires alouo about $125. H?
concluded that instead of bringing the
new buzz wagon here under its own
motive power he would he money in
by
pocket
by having It shipped

freight.

MONTCLA1R, N. J. HOLDS

FIRST HORSE SHOW
Oct. 1. The
Mont rlair. N.
(list luinual horse show of Monleliir
J-- .

opened Saturday afternoon on the
grounds of the Montclair Athletic
dub. There air-- twelve events in u'l
with ribbons in each class. A large
nitemiance is expected.
A Citizen Want ad does

the

work

All classes of labor may
find steady employment
in San Francisco. Top-notc- h
wages; higher than
eastern scale. Perfect
climate. Construction work possible at a season
when it ceases elsewhere. Invest $25.00 in a
railroad ticketon sale via Santa Fe, every
inclusive.
, day until October 31, 1906,
Illustrated leaflet showing
T. e. RURDY, Agent,
rite of wages, fret to those
who apply to

Atchison. Topeka

&

Santa Fe Ry., Albuquerque

OCTOBER

MONDAY,

ALBUQUERQUE

1906.

1,

RENEGADE

Great Carpet Remnant Sale

...

DIANS

LESS THAN FACTORY COST
12 yard length Brussel's, with fringe

yard length Velvet, with fringe
yard length Moquette, with fringe

1

No

limit lo tbo oumbtr, bay all yoa will nood for yoart
Tolopbono orders dollrorod on approval

J.

O. EMMONS

Life Insurance Co.

arness
at Reduced
Prices.

The most completo policy covering as It does life,
accident and health insurance.
2nd. The lowest death rate of any old line company ot
same age and size.
3rd. Large annual dividends.
4th. Absolute security. in addition to the reserve re
quired by law, the stockholders are held personally
liable for the Company's debts.
Thirty-eigyears of honest dealings with our
5th.
policy holders.

Re-

1st.

volver Found In Camp Captured by the Cowboys.

Colo. Phono Rod 177
Albuquerque, N. M.

cvmf
Corner Coal and
Weet End Viaduct

-- AND-.

WE CLAIM :

The Furniture Man

Automatic Phono 474

Vehicles

The Pacific Mutual

KILLED

Latter's Gold Watch and

A short tJme ago The Evening Citizen published a clipping credited to

?0PL
BUY

ANA
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HAS

WRECK AI

A
LA

CAVE THREE MILES
LONG EXPLORED

J 1A

Because a telegraph operator misquoted a train order the Santa Fe has
another disastrous wreck on Its
hands. A freight train had orders to
make a aiding twelve miles this side
of La Junta, that the California limited was two hours late. The order
was wrong on the time, and just as
the freight was making the siding
the limited came along and plowed
through twelve freight cars, but fortunately no one was Injured, trainmen
in danger having jumped.
Train No. 3, due here yesterday
morning, after being extricated from
the wreck, continued Its journey westward and arrived here late last night.
Trains Nob. 1 and 7 arrived early this
morning.
The Alamogordo Advertiser says:
B. J. Mustatn, who has been superintendent of bridges and buildings on
th Southwestern,
eastern division,
since the railroad was taken over by
the company, and who was previously
with the El Paso & Northeastern since
the road was built, has resigned. It Is
not yet announced who will succeed
Mr. Mustaln, or where he will locate.
Mr. Mustaln is a first class railroad
man and Will not be long in getting a
good herth, if he has not one at th"n
present time.
bonis Marquez, a native section
hand in the employ of the Santa Fe
at Maine, while on his way home
from Bellemont the other night, was
struck and killed by a train. The
body was frightfully mangled and appearances indicated that he had gone
to sleep on the track. Coroner Harrington of Flagstaff went to the scene
of the accident and Tield an Inquest,
which resulted in a vrdict of accidental death.
Improvement being
An Important
made at the local shops Is a new water' tank, bo constructed that several
thirsty engines can take water at
once. Arrangements are already being made at the shops for the removal of the yards, which will necessitate some changes in the tracks in
the round house and about the coal
chute.
A native as mod Francisco Duran,
who had ben working on the fence of
the Santa Fe railway at Angel, came
to Flagstaff and filled up. Late In the
night he started for home and was
found at 5:30 in tne morning on the
track near the depot, where he "had
been struck and run over by a passing
train. The verdict of the coroner's
Jury exonerated the railroad company.
Walter Wise, tormerly D. A. Shope's
chief clerk, Winslow, is now braking
on the first district and P. A. Ross
has taken his former position.
M. B. Murphy, formerly road master of the eastern division of the El
Paso & Southwestern, has resigned
and it is stated will go into ltusiness
at Carrizozo.
Engineer S. O. Miller will have
charge of the Canyon run during the
absence of J. Hi Lumsden in the east.

SISTER

SEES BROTHER
KILLED

IN A VISION

LATER NEWS IS RECEIVED
FYING IN ALL DETAILS THE
GIRL'S ACCOUNT OF
THE ACCIDENT.
A special dispatch o the New York
World from Omaha reads as follows:
Miss Annie Mayfield, living on a
ranch southwest of Las Vegas, saw In
a vision a few days ago her brother,
Charles Mayfield, killed in an accident. It came to light yesterday that
the brother was killed near Las Vegas
New Mexico, hundreds of miles from
where the sister was, at the exact time
and in the exact manner Miss May-fieltsaw him meet his death in her
vision.
"I Just saw Charles thrown from
his horse and dragged for a long distance," suddenly said Miss Mayfield
to her mother. "He is now lying at
the foot of the hill cut and bleeding
and with his eyes closed and I am
sure be was dead. Oh, we must 150
to him right away, for there is no one
to help him.''
Mrs. Mayfield did not believe her
son had met with such an accident
as her daughter de.scrtUd, and tried
to persuade the young woman that
she had been dreaming.
"But I was not asleep when I saw
him thrown from his horse,"
said
.Miss Mayfield.
"I was sitting here
posopen
with my eyts wide
and in
session of all my faculties when I
saw tho accident."
Yesterday . a letter came from a
friend of Mayfleld's telling the mother
ot the accident that had befallen him
and of his death.
VERI-

d

MAN'S FOOT AND

HEEL BADLY MASHED
News reached Las Veas of a frightful accident that befell a laborer employed by the IVcos Copper Co., at
liowleg on the Pecos river, says the
Optic. The man, whose name was not
ascertained, was at work timleriiig a
shaft, when a heavy wooden
frame
eight inches square and sixteen feet
long, became loosened from its fastening and fell uron him in an unguarded

The propretors of the famous "Bat
Cave" Guano company are having a
large warehouse and drying shed built
near the cattle pens on the south of
Carlsbad, from which they are preparing to greatly Increase their shipments of the bat guano which is found
In the cave in enormous quantities.
The cave has been explored to a distance of three miles Inward and there
is said to be such enormous deposits
of the stuff that it will not be exhaust-e- d
for many years to come. The cave
Is about thlrty-flvmiles west of
Carlsbad.

Albuquerque Carriage Company

the Hillsboro Advocate, giving an
account of a fight between cowboys
of southern New Mexico and some
renegade Indians, the latter being
B. SCHWENTKER,
routed from their camp and run over
Manager tor Mow Mexico mnd Northern Arlmena
the border Into Mexico. Last week's
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
Room
Advocate, which reached the exchange
write For Agency.
table of The Evening Citizen yesterday, contains the following article,
which proves beyond a doubt that
these renegade Indians were not only
White House Restaurant and
thieves but murderers and one of
Lodging House
their victims was D. A. Saunders, for
which crime his neighbor, Fred W.
Meals
hours bar in
Mills, was arrested, tried and acquitconnection.
'
ted. The article from the Advocate
No. 209 South First Street.
is as follows:
Opposite Santa Fe Depot.
Last week we gave an account of
MRS. O. ARIAS, Proprietor.
the fight the cowboys had with renegade Indians in the San Mateo mounThe New York Saloon and
tains, reciting the capture of a gold
Rooming House
watch and a revolver which were
then and there practically identified
31S South Second Street
Fine
as belonging to D. A. Saunders, who
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS
was murdered in the mountains near
One
Block From Depot and Two
Kelsey
place
on the 19th' of
the
given us-n- ot
only as to the
Blocks From Postofflce.
March, 1905, and for which crime
P. ZITO, Proprietor.
splendid results of
Fred Wl Mills was tried and acquitproved
ted.
Later developments
without a doubt that Mills Is entirely
THE ELITE ROOMING HOUSE
Hot Water and Steam
r
innocent of the crime. James W.
of this place, who was with the
Systems
NEAR POSTOFFICC ANO DEPOT
crowd of cowboys when the fight
took place with the Indians in the
but also ss to the satisfactory
No. 118 West Silver Avenue.
San Mateos, recognized the revolver
D. E. GALLOWAY, Manager.
mannerln which
and watch as being the property of
Saunders, wrote to J. H. Coleman of
all of our work
Demlng, who was a partner of Saunoperates.
ders, for the number of Saunders' reNo. Ill North First Street.
volver and watch. In reply to Mr.
DINELLI A LENCIONI, Proprietors.
We Are
Hiler's letter Mr. Coleman gave the
on
numbers
Saunders'
revolver,
WINES. LIQUORS iNn rir.iDt
Heating Experts
which are Identical with the numMeals From 10 Cents Up. Lunches
Why
Not
Inbers on the revolver found in the
up tor Travelers.
.
IDEAL Boifcrt tnd
LOnSUIl US
dian camp; he also gave a descripRooms By Day, Week or Month.
AMERICAN
Radiators
Mr. Coleman
tion of the revolver.
did not have the number of the SaunPIONEER BAKERY
ders watch, but he gave a perfect deSTANDARD PLUMBING
scription of the same which tallies
SIMON BALLING, Proprietor.
& HEATING COMPANY
In every respect with the watch taken
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
from the Indians. The revolver bears
WEDDING
CAKES A SPECIALTY.
the number, 257351. Mills, who was
arrested and tried for the murder of
patronage and we guar- We
desire
Saunders, contended that his camp on
sntBA first rlno. h.tl
the Animas, near where Saunders
207 South First Street. Albuquerque.
was killed, was robbed about the
time the murder was committed, and
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
that all of his camp property was and CURE
LUNGS
stolen, among which was his saddle
LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND TRANS
and rifle. About a week ago, while
WITH
FER. STABLES.
out with the round-up- .
H. A. Ringer,
Horses and Mules Bought and Ez- of this place, found a pair of saddle
changed.
sweat leathers which were soon IdenBEST TURNOUTS IN THE C?ITY
tified by two different people as beSecond Street, between Railroad and
longing to Mills 'saddle. These were
Copper Avenue.
0NSUMPTI0N
Prlw
found not far from where Saunders
60c 11.00
OUGHSaM
was killed. The leathers had been
OLDS
Fret Trial.
."JUST
cut from the saddle and thrown away.
Mr. Coleman, who was the prosecutfor all
Quickest
Cure
and
Surest
at the
ing witness In tho Saunders case,
THROAT and LUNG TROUBChampion Grocery and Meat Market
says in his letter to Mr. Hller that
LES, or HONEY BACK.
Cor. Seventh and TIJeras
he is fully satisfied that Mills is
A choice line of Imported Goods Diwholly innocent
of the crime for
rect from Italy.
Dr. Williams' Indian Pile
which he was tried. At the time
THE BEST LUCCA OLIVE
Ointment will cure Hllnd,
1
Mills was on trial for the murder of
llleediiiir mnd Itcklnv
we handle the best
Saunders several witnesses testified IKJJ
absorb the tumors. metts and a full line of choice gro-c- g
I a. Piles.theIlltcoluff
a,tnce. acta
to the tracks found at and near the
tries
poultice, gives iixtant
body as being Indian tracks, but their
Hams' I nri I aiiPlle Ol n U
LOMMORI A MATTEUCCI.
for Pi Ira and Itch.
testimony was not given any serious
renrnl
In of the private parts.
box Is
Eva?
weight because it was supposed by a
uy arutrgists, rty null on reprice. 60 cents and fl.OU.
great many people that it was idiocy ceipt ofwarranted,
MANUFACTURING
frops,. UevelmA. ouiu
CO..
to believe that Indians were in the
THE CELEBRATED
country and that the witnesses were
FOR SALE BY S. VANN A SON.
dreaming.
The finding of Saunders' revolver
and watch In the camp of renegade
Indians clears up a murder mystery
that has caused a great deal of speculation, and absolutely establishes pockets grow larger,
Mills' innocence without the shadow
let your money born holes in your
of a doubt.
pockets.
Bottled In Bond.
Starving to Death.
Intrust your money to tie safe
Because her stomach was so weakkeeping of a bank. This is the only
ened by useless drugging that she
safe way to save it. The ne sure
not eat. Mrs. Mary H. Walcould
way to have money is to Hive it.
ters, of St. Clair St., Columbus, O.,
A !ank account is not for the rich
Distillers.
was literally starving to death. She
only, It is suited to every one, es"My stomach was so weak
writes:
pecially to the man who sives his
FRANKFORT, KY.
from useless drugging that I could
money.
not eat, and my nerves so wrecked
Bank accounts grow
that I could not sleep; and not befast. To make a start Is th ImporME LI N I & EAKIN
fore I was given up to die was I intant part after that It is easy.
duced to try Electric Bitters; with
Do not live to save, but save to
Sole Agents.
the wonderful result that improvelive.
Albuquerque, M. M.
ment began at once, and a corapleto
Automatic Phone, 199.
cure followtd " Bsit health Tjsc oh THE BANK OF COMMERCE
eartli. COc. GuaraateeC by all
ALBUQUERQUE,
NEW
MEXICO

Cornor Flrtt Street and Til. ram

e

TO

There

Mayor Stockard was doing other
things than watching the ponies during his trip to Albuquerque last week,
and put in a good bit of his time consulting with the board of trade of the
Duke City In regard to the extension
of automobile service to Include dally
trips from Roswell to that city, instead
of stoppng at the present terminus at
Torrance, says the Roswell Register.
The distance to be covered by the
new route Is 226 miles and if the plan
is carried out the devil wagons will
cover the distance in twelve hours,
which Is certainly going some. With
the exception of a couple of minor
ranges there are no serous engineering difficulties in the way, the whizz
route parallelling the Santa Fe Central for more than fifty miles of the
way, and if the deal goes through the
automobile company will put the road
in good condition as that between this
city and Torrance, which la such that
tho regular cars often make the trip
of 107 miles in less than the schedule
time of six hours.
The Roswell-Torranservice is attracting attention all over the western
country, and It is certainly the pioneer
of a number of other" lines or the
same sort that will be in operation In
due course of time as the comfort and
speed of it is realized, as we of Roswell who are brought a day nearer to
the world, getting the EI Paso evening
paper the next morning, anl many
other things that we never used to
hope for. Mr. Stockard is busy with
the negotiations ana the formal announcement of the opening of service
may be expected any time.
ce

Mrs. Bambini,

at her parlors,

No.
pre-

West Railroad avenue. Is
pared to give thorough scalp treatment, do hair dressing, tret corns,
bunions and ingrowing nails. Sh
gives massage treatment and manicuring. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
or complexion cream builds up the
skin and Improves the complexion,
and Is guaranteed not to be injurious.
She also orepares a hair tonic that
cures end prevents dandruff and hair
falling out; restores life to dead lair;
removes moles, warts and superfluous
hair. Also a face powder, a freckle
cure and pimple cure and pile cure.
All of theje preparations are purely
vegetable compounds. Have Just added a vibrator machine for treatment
of scalp, face and cure of wrinkles.
It Is also used for rheumatism, pains
and massage
As a dressing for sores, bruises and
burns, Chamberlain's Salve is all that
can be desired. It is soothing and
healing in Its effect. Price 25 cents.
For sale by all druggists.
Try a Citizen Want a

Albuquerque

Foundry and

Machine Works

HALL, Preprleter
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal
nd Lumber Cars: IsafUaa.
Pu eya. Grade Bars. Babbit Metal; Columns and Iroa fromts
He
Buildings.
mtepelre on Mining mnd Mill Machinery m Opeelalty
Foundry east aide ot railroad track.
Albuqierese, . ml

at all

Are

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

Many

Gtnttxl Bgtfdtog Sgpplfcs

'SCREEN DOORS

Testimonials

Hi-le-

AUTOMOBILE
MAIL 8ERVICE TO
BE EXTENDED TO REACH
PRINCIPAL CITY OF NEW
MEXICO.

209

r.

m

HAVE A NOTION
BUGGY. THAT

THAT SPRING IS THE ONLY
NOTION
IS COSTING
THEM
FALL BUYING POPULAR LET US
TP,N,Evrt.WREJAKINQ
GOOD PICKING, IN BOTH DEPARTMENTS.

ht

moment while Industriously at work,
with tne result that the poor fellow's
left heel was mashed Into a Jelly, also
his big toe. It was found necessary
to immediately amputate the foot.
1 he operation
was performed by Dr.
Cochran of New Orleans, who happened to be at Cowles from St. Louis at
the time.

1
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$ .75
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EVENING CITIZEN.

Both Phones

Third and Marquette

Lightning Hay Presses at Very Low Prices
W!

elveLa

v!T

Cftr

uV anTdgSarTo.r

load of L,KntnnK Presses and In order to sell

' '

b"ed

0tt

'

Rico Hotel and Bar

f- i-
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KILL the COUGH

WRITS TO US AT ONCE.

J.

KORBER

PRESCRIPTIONS

frTil

PS

ber,

re-V-V

y

Holes burnt in your
j

don't

O. F. O.
WHISKEY

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

Wholesale and Retail, Albnqnerqce

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENEXT 10 BANK OF
COMMERCE.

At Consistent
Prices

Dr. ting's

RECEIVED

CO.,

WE FILL

thc

Nov Discovery

&

NUE

Thos. F.,Keleher

THIRD STREET

Headquarters for Low Prices
on Leather, Paints, Varnishes,
Brushes and Jap-a-la- c
408

W.

j

t

Railroad Avonuo

Moat Market
and Salt Meats
Sausage Factory,
EMIL KLEINWORT.
Maaonlo Building, North Third Street,
All Kinds of Fresh

8tam

W. E,

B. A. SLEYSTER

MAUGER

WOOL

INSURANCE,

REAL ESTATE-NOTA- RY
PUBLIC.
Room 6, Cromwell. Block, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone. 174.

with Raaoe

&

Mauger.

Office, 115 North

First

St

;'

ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.

TOTI a OR API

L. H. SHOEMAKER

Dealers in Groceries, Prortslons, Hay,
Grain and FueL
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Liquors!
Furniture packed and orated; gaso
and Cigars. Place your order Cm
line and gas stoves repaired.
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD 8TREVB.
Next to Walton's drug store, Bout

General Repair Shoe.

7

Third street.

M.

DRAG0IE

Dealer In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
Groceries, Cigars and Tobscco,
All Kinds of Fresh Meat.
I0O North Broadway, corner of Ta
lngton arenas, Albuquerque, N. SS,

as

0. W. Strong's Sons
STRONG BLOCK.

RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL B3TATX
LOANS.
Automatic phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Building.

UNDERTAKERS

surp-lslngl-

Superintendents
Falrrlsw
Bants Barbara Cemeteries.

and

A. E. WALKER.
riRE

MONUMENTS

INSURANCE.

201211 N. Second SL. Botk Paonea.

Secretary Mutual Building Assota
tlon. Office at 117 West RallroaS
arenue.
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its Location

Bll.tN

IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALDUQUER-Ili11. M., AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN
iUVt OF THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADINO
ItBT AND WEST FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS
CITY. GALVESTON AND POINTS EAST TO SAN
AND FROM THE
FRANCISCO,
LOS ANGELES.
EASTERN AND NORTHERN STATES TO EL
PASO AND TEXAS.
1,000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 25x
140 FEET. LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND

B.

STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE.
WITH BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK
PUBLIC
OLD SHADE TREES;
AND GRAND
SCHOOL HOUSE. COSTING 116,000; CHURCHES;
CLUB; A POPULATION OF 1,500
COMMERCIAL
PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE MERCANTILE ESTABLISHMENTS; THE BELEN PATENT ROLLER
MILL, CAPACITY 150 BARRELS DAILY; LARGE
WINERY; THREE HOTELS, RESTAURANTS. ETC.
BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR
WCCL, FLOUR. WHEAT. WINE, BEANS AND HAY
fir CENTRAL NEW MEXICO. ITS IMPORTANCE
4B A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN
rilB HEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE ESTIMATED.

IO "Osoeoao josoaosoeososoeos
IOotOooe)ocecwooaKc
IO

TO

BELEN, N, M,

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

The Belen Town and

Pres.

'

A Railway O enter

ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE 8ANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER
OF THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM
IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR
MODERN
GRAVEL WE NEED A FIRST-CLASHOTEL AND A GOOD,
S,

Im-

provement Co.
JOHN BECKER,

Koooooee
K00KCw

WM. M. BERGER, Tec'y.

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND
TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT;
PURCHASE
WARRANTY DEEDS.
S
MAY REMAIN ON
MONEY CASH.
NOTE. WITH MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE
YEAR, WITH 8 PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
ONE-THIR-

D

TWO-THIRD-

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES, IF
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.
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ALBUQUERQUE

PACE EIGHT.

H.

0. BURSUM

RENAMED

COMMITTEE

CHAIRMAN

V-

314 WEST RAILKiDAVE.yfl

-X

MADE IN THE
CHAS. V.

BUT FEW CHANGES

COMMITTEE

8AF-FOR-

SEC-

RETARY.

The tfrritorlal republican central
committee, at its meeting In I. as VegHon. H. O.
as yesterday,
BiirRum. of Socorro, chairman of the
committtn, h'.u name being proposed
by Hon. W. H. Andrews, who had a
few hours previously been renominated for delegate to congress. He was
showing that
unanimously
the party throughout the territory has
great faith in his ability to lead them
them again to victory.
On motion of Hon. Solomon 1Una,
which was duly seconded. Charles V.
Safford of San Juan county, the territory traveling auditor, was
secretary of the committee.
Hon. H. H. Holt of Las Cruces made
a motion that fifteen members of the
general central committee be named
by the delegate candidate and the.
chairman as an executive committee
with one committeeman at large. The
motion was seconded and the names
of the fifteen to serve as an executive
committee will be announced later.
Tho New Central Committee.
The following gentlemen were selected to represent their respective
countle as memters of the territorial
republican centra; committee:
A. Hubbell, W. S.
Bemallllo-i- F.
Strlckler.
Chaves E. A. Cahoon, J. M. Her-vy- .

Boy's Shoes
3
Hoys will be boys and it ia quite
lem to Blioe them.

that

a

prob-

We have the footweat

the racket, with plenty of style

staiTils

nnd comfort thrown In.

Made of wear defy-

ing leather, with good, stout soles. Built
on lasts that are natural, neat and trim.
If you can not come yourself send your
boy to us. We will fit him properly.

8

lb

I

9

to

$1.25 to $1.75

13

$1.50

13'a to 2

to

$2.25

t0

2'a to 5'a

SAUCES

AND CONDIMENT8.

Colfax J. Ieahy, J. Van Houten.
Eddy H. W. Hamilton, I,. O. Ful- len.
H. B.
IKina Ana E. Van Patten,

Vhen purchased at F. F. Trotter's
grocery store, are sure to bring the
right flavor to all dishes Into which Holt.
Grant W. H. Newcomb, W. D.
they enter. This is because we al- Murray.
ways procure toe best manufactured.
Guadalupe M. C. De Baca, F. D.
e find out first what brands are re- Morse.
Luna A. W. Pollard, N. A. Bollch.
liable and personally guarantee them.
Lincoln George Sena, George - W.
Prichard.
McKinley Gregory Page, S. Cana-van- .

'rlet, composed of the counties of
Grant, Luna, Olero and Dona Ana. Mr.
Beach I practically a new man In
terlrtorUl politics, ho coming to New
Mexico two yean ngo from St. Joseph, Mo., and is manager of a mining
company operating at Orogrande.
Carl A. Dulles, of Wlllard. Torrance county, was chosen as the canthe
didate for council to represent
legislative oouno1! district, composed
of the counties of Lincoln, Otero and
Torrance. For the legislative house to
represent this district the republicans
of Lincoln county will iiame the candidate.
The nominal ions for the other legislative council anJ house districts will
be announced In a few days. In about
a week or leu days the republicans
will have candidates In every legislative council anil house district in the

MONDAY,

Mora

Juan Navarro, E. H.

Bier-baum-

1,

1906.

in ftJen's flJodes
Smart Style are Radically Different From
Any Previous Productions For Years Past

Learnard & Lindemann
In

Dmmloro

(jam

Pianos and Music

are many attractive style features about the new modes
men. Perhaps the most significant is the tendency togarment. History repeats itself and
ward the
the smart styles for Fall and Winter are a. faint suggestion of those
that prevailed in tho time of Louis XV.
We Invite the interest of men of particular taste In the presenta,
tion of our new H. 8. & M. styles.
When we say
we
refcr to the backs of the coats.
In other respects, they have the roominess which has characterized the styles of the past two seasons. They are large, with good
length,
collar, long and rather broad lapels, and a

THERE

form-fittin-

territory.

,

form-fitting-

NEW APPOINTMENT

close-fittin-

Santa

Fe, N. M., Oct.

1.

Hon. T. B.

Catron this afternoon filed a petition
In the district court asking for an injunction enjoining the countv commissioners of Santa Fe county from
calling an election for members of the
legislature from the district composed
of Sandoval and Santa Fe counties,
under the new apportionment made
by Governor Hagerman.
Mr.. Catron's petition, contains
tyepwritton pages and states that the
governor can not. legally make such
apportionment, with reference to Sandoval county, as the legislature has
settled that question by fixing one
representative for Sandoval county,
attaching it to Bernalillo county.
Judge McFle signed a temporary
order requiring the commissioners to
show cause why the Injunction should
not be made permanent and set the
hearing for next Saturday.

W. H.

HAHN&CO.
and Hotmll

Wholommlo

Coal and Coke

Beat American Block
Hard Nut Coal

$6.50
8.50
9.50
6.00
$2.25
2.75
3.00

Larger Sizes
Domestic Gas Coke
Green Mill Wood, per load
Dry Mill Wood,

per

load

Factory Blocks, per load

Also Native Stove Wood and Kindling
In All Sizes.

Phones

Black, 280

form-fittin- g

Auto. 416

H. S. & M. SUITS
$15.00 to $30.00

SIMON STERN,

J

1

MM IEIE

.

1

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
BREAD and take no other.

P. J. MrShane, a resident of Chicago, and Miss Ora Wagoner, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Wagoner, a
popular and attractive young lady of
this ciiy, were united in marriage on

g

back, with flared skirts.
If you find this a little early to make your Fall purchases, we
will be glad to set aside such garments as you may select. You' will
In this way obtain the benefit of a selection from the most exclusive
patterns which we will show for the present season, and which doubt,
less will be quickly sold.

Special to The Evening Citizen.

115 NORTH FIRST STREET

Fe'i.

COLORADO RHONE 74

Hotel Tableware, Restaurant Supplies

pro-ducti-

Kitchen Utensils, Ranges and Enamel Ware
Laundry Supplies, Wringers, Tubs, Washing Machines, i

a

Wash Boards, Wash Boilers, Buckets, etc.

Co.

The

OCTOBER

Pertinent Points

Saturday afternoon at the home of the
bride's parents on Marquette avenue.
The wedding was a quiet one, and was
Otero O. D. Cody, W. D. Tipton.
witnessed only by the parents of the
xsoe. 118 and 120 South Second street.
Qu-aJ. C. Barnes, M. D. Gallejos. bride ar.d her brother and sister-in-laAUTOMATIC RHONE S46
Roosevelt C. O. Beech, W. E.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Wagoner.
Lindsay.
Rio Arriba W. G. Sargent, AlexanNew Regulation of Certificate.
T. Y. MAYNARD
der Read.
Tokio,
1.
GEO. W. HICKOX.'
Oct.
Beginning today
B. Catron. E. C. Ab- new regulations relating to the
hanta
bott.
of certificates of origin will
The Greatest Fair Has Passed Into History
Romero, be rigidly enforced in this country.
San Miguel Hecundino
John S. Clark.
According to these regulations busi"We still exist at the ARCH FRONT, where can yet be found many
Sierra M. L. Koehler, W. H. Bou- ness Urnis wishing to enjoy the ben-eflmake
to
order
in
wish,
dispose
of
to
bargains,
we
which
choice
cher.
o special trade arrangements
room for the finest stock of JEWELRY, WATCHES, STERLING
Socorro H. O. Bumim, W. E. Mar- recogr.laed in the customs duties law
people
good
to
the
offered
ever
ETC.,
GLASS,
CHINA,
SILVER, CUT
tin;
of
must furnish the proof of
of Albuquerque.
San Juan C. V. Safford, Frank Sta-pll- the Jaan
fart that the goods they are Importing are
product or manufacHickox-Maynar- d
.Sandoval
Alejandro
Sandoval, E. ture of tho the
localiay to which special
A. Mlera.
conventions are applicable, except on
Taos M. Martinez, T. P. Martin.
New Mexico's Leading Jewelers
matter and goods, the dutiable
Torrance C. Padilla, WUItam Mc- postal
value of which does not exceed 100
Bond In Your Wmtchoa tor Hopmlro
intosh.
yen.
Valencia. Solomon
Luna, Carlos
SOUTH SECOND STREET.
THE ARCH FRONT.
The proof must be furnished by
Baca.
means of a certificate of origin by the
Union M. F. Gallegos, J. M. Mar- Japanese
consulate or commercial
tinez.
agency at ahe place of production,
manufacture or shipment of the goods
or where the Japanese have no such
I DISTRICT MEETINGS TO
consulate, or agency by the custom
house or other government or public
or by the chamber of com
SELECT CANDIDATES officer,..
merce of the locality. The certificate
Fourth and Railroad Aventie
of origin, must show ahe marks, num
:
bers, description,
number of pack
OF THE REPUBLICAN PARTY FOR ages, weights and measurements of
the goods and the place of manufacCOUNCIL AND HOUSE OF
ture.
NEXT LEGISLATIVE
All goods which are not accompan
. ASSEMBLY.
ied by the necessary certificates at
i
the tine of their clearance through
At Las Vegas, yesterday, delegates the custom house at the port of enHARDWARL
from several of the legislative council try wll be liable to the duties of the
and house districts held meetings and statutory or maximum tariff.
nominated their candidates
for the
next territorial legislative assembly.
Our
Black Cat stockings for
The delegates of Santa Fe and San- men, women and children are splendid
SADDLES
doval counties met and a majority values. compare them with the grades
of them declared In favor of E. A. you ha,'e been getting somewhere else
CHINA
Miera, of Cuba, Sandoval county, as and w are sure you will find It to
their
candidate for this legislative your alvantage to give them a trial.
GLASSWARE
council district for the upper house C. Ma;'s shoe store, 314 West Railof the next legislature. T. D. Catron road a'enue.
PLUMBING
of Santa Fe opposed Mr. Mlera.
Atkfor JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
E. C. Abbott, an attorney of Santa
Fe, was nominated as the candidate of BREAD and take no other.
TINNING
this district for the legislative house,
THE MAZE
although R. L. Baca4 had been named
for the house by the county conven- I.adler outing flannel night gowns
tion held at Santa Fe the other day.
in assorted stripe colors, nicely
W. D. Murray, president of the Silijs
triremed with solid color collar
ver City bank, was chosen for the
and cuffs, and feather stitch
council by the delegates of the tenth
brail to match; pearl buttons;
legislative council district, composed
nicdy made
9Jc
or the counties of Grant, Luna and Ladier Flannellette waists In as
Dona Ana.
sorted colors. Good material, well
111, Its. 11T. mouth rirmt Btroot
H. H. Betts was nominated for the
made up; It would not pay you to .
dot. 403, North ririt mtromt
house to represent the fifteenth legismale them yourself
50c
Fourth and Railroad Avenue
lative representative district compos- LadieV fall weight all cotton fleec
ed of Grant and Luna counties.
Mr.
ed indervests, long sleeves, full
mmiiJUt Betts Is a prominent republican of
,nimTi "
shaed sizes, taped neck, pearl
Silver City, and Is serving, by apbutons
30c
pointment, the unexpired term of asrubber sheeting, yard
50c
TICKETS BOUGHT. SOLD
sessor of Grant county.
o"C DKtle or I'ond s Extract
45c
THE
The sixteenth legislative house dls- - 100 bottle of Horllck's Malted
AND EXCHANGED
trlct. composed of Dona Ana and
M1U
90c
Offloo
Atsoelmtlon
Otero counties, was left to the re- - Seldllz powders per box
25c
P
Transaction
puDiicans or ixua Ana county, ana the
Guaraataod
THE MAZE
nomination win he announced In a
RAILROAD AVE.
Tew days.
Wm. Kieke, Propr.
1
RGSENFiElO'S,
18 W. R, R. Ave.
Frank W. Beach of Orogrande.
Otero county, was nomlnnted as the
Diamonds, Wstcnea, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware. We Invite
EUS' THEATER TONIGHT
candidate for the house to represent
FEE'S GOOD COLD ROOT BEER;
four trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.
the seventeenth legislative house dls- AT WALTON'S DRUG STORE.

F, F. TROTTER

n

CITIZEN.

EVENING

Butcher - Knives "Saws - Cleavers - Steels
SHELF HARDWARESADDLERY
Agents Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery

ALBUOUEROUF.

GO.

HARDWARE

j

HARNESS

Iron, Steel, Nails, Wire, Wagon Wood Work,
Stoves, Tin and Granite Iron Ware, Pipe,

j

0
0

Pumps, Valves and Fittings, Mine and Mill

ALBUOUERQUE

'

HARDWARE

at Jt

Mail us your orders.

Supplies,

0

GO.

Albuquerque, New Mexico

-

& Seating
Speelman
205 West Cold Avenue

36-h-

EVER ITT

Diamond

Palace

R.R

j

0

Furniture, Stoves, Enameledware,
Glassware, Carpets and Linoleum

i

Special Price on Dishes for this week.

The big laughing festival, the Frank

t For Immediate

Service i

Sacks fresh from the Rochester shops, in Z
three styles, conservative, medium and extreme. Your
size is your fit. Come? Men's Suits $10.00 to $30.00

Stein-Bloc- h

J

t

Ourjoy's

Knee Pant Suits

Our Young

Men's

Suits

4

Rich Stock company, will hold the
boardt at the Klks.
The screaming
farce comedy, "His Honor, the Judge,"
He
will
the play, and Mr. Will How
ard. The Hills, Edmonds trio and the
three marvelous Sisters Kelcy will ap"
pear in specialties. 1'ricen, 23. 35 and
r' rents.

I 19

Wet

Cold

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

122
8. Second

SOLOMON

Preident

T. C. NEAD. Treasurer and Msnsjer

LUNA,

Mcintosh Hardware Company

t'

WHY PLANT THE SEED VARIETY WHEN YOU CAN HAVE THE
"SEEDLESS
APPLE"
ORCHARD
AT SMALL COSTT
N. W. ALGER,
124 SOUTH WALTER STREET.

....m .r

'

JOBBERS OF

n nil--

i

,s-,--

WANTED.
At once,

l)y, about
o

$7.00 to $15.00

WILLUM MclNTOSH,

The regular monthly busUu-smeeting
St. John's Guild will be held at
the residency of Mrs. A. A. Keen,
Wednesday afternoon at 2:30.

14

to

Hi

years

old, who desires to learn the printer's
trade. Apply at this office.

$2.50 to $7.50

I

.

If yoi; wnnt results In advertising
try an Evening Cltlien waut ad.
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK
BREAD and take no other.

Hardware, Stoves and Tinware

KREAf

THE HIGHLAND LIVER
3 AM BROOK BROS., Propa.

LIVERY AND BOARDING STABLE
SADDLE HORSES SPECIALTY.
The "Sudie" for mountain parties and
at special rates on week days.
Auto Phone 604.
No. 112 John St.

Albuquerque,

j

:

New Mexico

